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Forward
The Philatelic Specialists Society of Canada was founded in 1954. As we celebrate our 66th year as a
Society, I am proud that we can bring you this anthology. It has been twenty-seven years since we
published our first anthology “The Mediterranean Mails” in 1993. This is available as a free download from our website.
The next generation of philatelic specialists have come together contributing their research and
knowledge once again. This book, “Philatelic Specialists Look at Local Postal History” encompasses
18 local postal histories from Canada and around the world spanning Bangkok to Saint Pierre and
Miquelon. With deep gratitude I acknowledge all the contributors. Plans are under way to continue
with a series of anthologies over the next few years, the next being subtitled “The Edge of Philately”.
I would like to thank David Piercey for volunteering as Editor of this publication. David is a well
known philatelist who has received many awards for his research and publications. Also, my thanks
go out to the PSSC Publications Committee, Ingo Nessel, David McLaughlin, Michel Houde and
Charles Verge - the driving force behind these anthologies.
The purpose of this book is to promote the hobby and share the knowledge gained by research.
Robert D. (Bob) Vogel

President, Philatelic Specialists Society of Canada

Editor’s Introduction
These articles represent both the breadth and depth of member interests within the broader field of
local postal history, loosely defined.
You will note that these articles include studies on the postal history of a town or smaller region,
studies on cancellations used within such towns or regions, reminiscences of local post offices, postal
issues within a short time frame, local courier services, and even postal rates.
Many of these articles are quite naturally on aspects of Canadian philately, but there are a significant
number as well on specialized interests arising from collecting other countries as well. We see this
book as a celebration of philatelic diversity within the PSSC.
This book is also a beginning of a regular publishing program which will be based upon additional
themes that reflect members’ specialized collecting interests. The themes for these future anthologies, along with writing guidelines, are both outlined in the February 2019 PSSC Newsletter. Members
are encouraged to reflect on these and consider submitting articles for these future anthologies.
It has been my great pleasure compiling, composing and editing this book.

David Piercey, FRPSC
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MAN YEE ARCADE, HONG KONG

by Ingo G. Nessel, FRPSL, FRPSC

Postal historians specializing in Hong Kong have
a rich variety of subjects to study. Postal history
of the Elizabethan era is less researched (and exhibited) than classical material from the era of
Queen Victoria and onwards through King
George VI. This is a study of Elizabethan postal
history from 1960’s Hong Kong. It is intended to
show how much depth and variety can be found
in such a recent subject.

Kong branch post offices were named after their
street, district or other geographical location.
When Man Yee Arcade was replaced by Des
Voeux Road PO in 1968, this branch reverted to
conventional Hong Kong Post Office nomenclature.
The importance of Man Yee Arcade starts with
the building itself, which was a groundbreaking
high-rise in its time, when built in 1957. Its claim
to fame was as the first building with an escalator
in Hong Kong.1 Strategically located between
Sheungwan branch in the West and the General
Post Office to the East, Man Yee Arcade served
the critical hub of Hong Kong businesses in its
area. Located on the mezzanine floor of the
building, the post office boasted 8 counters of
which 4 were for posting letters, 2 for acceptance
of registered letters, 1 for parcels and 1 for radio
licensing and money orders.2 The China Mail
newspaper reported the opening with more ambitious size, stating 25 counters of which 11 were in
use on opening day (photo 2). All these post office services resulted in many forms, labels and
markings during the 7 years and 7 months of its
existence. This makes for a rich variety of postal
markings, etiquettes, forms and other artifacts of
Man Yee Arcade origin. Some of these exist in
very low quantities. This is often the case with
modern postal history – not very old but, scarce
and elusive.

Hong Kong’s spectacular commercial success as a
trading hub between China and the rest of the
world resulted in the need to extend the reach of
the General Post Office (GPO) to branches as
early as 1898. From that beginning until the end
of World War II it grew to approximately 20
Branch Post Offices in operation at various times.
After WWII and particularly from the 1950’s onwards, there was a population explosion with a
respective increase in Branch Post Offices to well
over 170 by the time of Hong Kong’s handover
to the People’s Republic of China in 1997. Many
branches that were opened during this expansion
time remain today. But some were short-lived for
a variety of reasons.
This essay is a study of a short-lived but important 1960’s branch post office named Man
Yee Arcade (photo 1). Opened on September 19,
1960 and closed on June 22, 1968 it was subsequently replaced by Des Voeux Road branch post
office two days later June 24, 1968.

The services offered at Man Yee Arcade besides
lettermail, registration and parcel post included
Avis de Reception (delivery receipt), the special
China parcel packet service (which is explained in
more detail below), aerogrammes, international
reply coupons and postal stationery envelopes to
secure valuables in registered letters. There was
no philatelic counter, but commemorative stamps
as well as definitives appear to have been sold at
Man Yee Arcade.

Photo 1
Man Yee Arcade was located at 68 Des Voeux
Road, Central, Hong Kong. It was the first
branch post office to be named after the commercial building of its location. Until then, Hong

Figure 1 shows a commercial cover mailed on the
first day of the post office’s opening, September
19, 1960. It is a confirmation of ship1

ment of “one suit of clothing” by Lan Chong &
co. custom tailors, who were located on the 3rd
floor of the building. The letter is addressed to
an American army post office “APO 401” which
is Fort Bragg, N.C. The cancel on this cover is
the provisional Skelton type steel hammer with
index star (*) above the date. This cancellation
was used from opening day until November 16.

Photo 2

The next day saw six new double ring circular
date stamps placed in use, with index numbers 1
– 6.3
There was a significant amount of volume at the
Man Yee Arcade post office to require so many
cancels. This is borne out by its plentiful quantity
of covers and cancels on stamps (figures 2 – 4).

Figure 1

The date stamps were used with the following
date ranges:
Cancel Type

Index

Earliest

Latest

Note

Skeleton CDS

*

1960-09-19

1960-11-16

Possible variety without star

Double Ring CDS

1

1960-11-17

1968-06-22

Time mark

Double Ring CDS

2

1960-11-17

1966-12-01

Double Ring CDS

3

1960-11-17

1967-01-17

Double Ring CDS

4

1960-11-17

1967-07-22

Double Ring CDS

5

1960-11-17

1968-06-22

Double Ring CDS

6

1960-11-17

1968-06-22

Very scarce

Rectangle

1

1962-03-07

1966-01-24

Parcel post

3-Ring Undated

**

Undated

The mystery of the double ring index 6 CDS being so scarce is explained by the following conjecture. It is thought to have been reserved for
the Postmaster’s use in special cases. The only
two strikes the author has seen from hundreds of
Man Yee Arcade covers are on philatelic covers,
one of which is shown as figure 5.

seldom seen items that originated from Man Yee
Arcade post office.
Parcel post dispatch cards from Hong Kong are
desirable artifacts of postal history. Figure 6 is an
example to the rare destination of Gaza, United
Arab Republic. The U.A.R. was a short-lived political union (1958 – 1961) between Egypt and
Syria which issued postage stamps until 1971.
Adding interest to this item is the Man Yee Ar-

Intense search for items of this post office has
unearthed some exotic items. Following are some

2

Figure 3

Figure 2

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6
3

cade parcel post etiquette #3370. These are uncommon, much more so on documents.

cel is December 1, 1966. Figure 10 is a Certificate
of Posting a Parcel by Air to the destination of
Philippines. Figure 11 is Certificate of Posting a
Registered Postal Packet by Air with the additional interest of an AR marking, indicating that
the sender wished to receive Avis de Reception
i.e. confirmation of delivery.

Figure 7 is a piece from a parcel sent to China in
the early 1960’s with poignant history. Mainland
China’s “Great Leap Forward” campaign of agricultural reform resulted in massive starvation and
casualties numbering in the tens of millions. In
the early 1960’s Hong Kong post office organized a special small parcel packet service for
mailings of daily necessities to China. The parcels
were cancelled by violet ink rubber cancels such
the one shown, purposely undated to avoid complaints about the frequent delays or nondeliveries during this period.4 For obvious reason, not many of such mailings survived for postal historians, and these cancellations are known
from several branch post offices. This is the only
one seen from Man Yee Arcade by the author.

AR service was commonly offered in Hong
Kong and with the proliferation of branch post
offices and so many AR markings this can be a
study by itself. Proud lists one AR marking as
illustrated on the cover in figure 12. The author
has discovered at least one more variety of this
marking in figure 13. The way AR works, a sender requests confirmation of delivery when posting a registered letter at the post office. This incurs a fee, usually double the usual fee for registration. In fact “double registered” is another
form of indication that AR service is requested.
The post office issues an AR card, usually in pink
colour showing the sender’s and receiver’s address. This card accompanies the letter (or parcel)
to delivery at destination where the receiver signs
it as proof of reception of the article. The card is
sent from the destination country’s post office to
the origin country, where it is delivered back to
the sender. Such cards are another tough find in

Next we examine some certificates of posting.
Figure 8 is a Certificate of Posting a Registered
Postal Packet with the skeleton CDS dated September 1960 (with indistinguishable day). Figure
9 is a Certificate of Posting a Parcel with a double
ring index 2 CDS dated May 24, 1968. This date
is significant, as the latest date stated in Proud’s
postal history tome on Hong Kong for that can-

Figure 7
Figure 8

Figure 9
4

Figure 11

Figure 10

Figure 13

Figure 12
Hong Kong postal history, and figures 14 and 15
are the front and back one such example illustrating the AR process.

“Switzerland” but in fact going to Vaduz, the
capital of Liechtenstein. A 2nd class airmail cover to West Germany is shown in figure 18.

Another exotic area of postal history is that of
International Reply Coupons (IRC). Figure 16
shows a variant called “Commonwealth Reply
Coupon” issued in Sarawak at a rate of 20c and
cashed in at Man Yee Arcade post office on July
24, 1964. Hong Kong issued numerous varieties
of IRC’s, but the author has yet to see one originating from Man Yee Arcade.

Registration service from Man Yee Arcade post
office produced many variants in registration
labels. The first book written on Hong Kong
Registration Labels was authored by Ming Tsang
in 1975. It listed 9 types of registration labels of
varying colours (shades of green or white), fonts
(all caps or title case), and design. Then in 2002
Susan Crewe of the Hong Kong Study Circle
made her own listing of Hong Kong registration
labels and with subsequent study the number for
Man Yee Arcade rose to 16. Several of these labels are shown in figures 2, 12 and 13. There is
one provisional registration label which is exclusive to Man Yee Arcade. Figure 19 shows an ex-

Finding Hong Kong covers to unusual destinations is another passion of this author. Besides
the previously mentioned parcel card to United
Arab Republic, another scarce destination cover
from Man Yee Arcade is figure 17, addressed to

Figure 14

Figure 15
5

Figure 16

Figure 17

Figure 18
Hong Kong. Three version are shown, said to be
used at the Air Mail Centre post office.7

ample of this rare etiquette on a commercial
cover. It is said to be known in both light green
and white paper.2 The author has seen less than
5 covers with this label.

Man Yee Arcade branch post office was closed
at the end of business on Saturday June 22,
1968. Their operations were resumed just four
city blocks away at the new Des Voeux Road
post office on Monday June 24. Figures 21 and
22 show this transition with last day and first day
of operation covers of the two post offices. Man
Yee Arcade was demolished in 1999 and a new
35-story tower named the Man Yee Building was
erected in its place. It now contains modern offices, shops and restaurants including a Starbucks.

Shortpaid mail is another interesting postal history subject. The only shortpaid cover seen by
the author is figure 20. The $2.00 airmail rate
was shortpaid by $1.00, caught and in exchange
for cash payment of the deficiency, a marking
“Deficiency of ….. [manuscript $1.00] ….. paid
by sender.” This marking is not listed as a Man
Yee Arcade marking, but a similar one is shown
in Proud.3 as a GPO marking. Another reference to this marking can be found in Postage
Due and the Handling of Underpaid Mail of

6

Figure 19

Figure 20

Figure 21

Figure 22

7

This study of a single Hong Kong branch post office demonstrates the myriad collecting possibilities of this postal history specialty. It is hoped that it inspires further in-depth research in this topic.
Notes
1 – HKIA Journal, Issue 40, 4th Quarter 2004, Hong Kong Institute of Architects, Hong Kong
2 – Hong Kong Post Offices and Postal Cancels, Vol. 3, 2014, jointly published by the China Philatelic
Association and Hongkong Post Stamps, Hong Kong
3 – The Postal History of Hong Kong Volume 1, 1841 - 1997, Edward B. Proud, 2004, Proud-Bailey Co.
Ltd., Heathfield, England
4 – Michael C. M. Chan and Stephen Chiu, Dec. 17, 2017, Hong Kong Stamps, Covers and Postmarks
group on Facebook, https://www.facebook.com/groups/HKSCP/
5 – Hong Kong Registration Labels, 1997, Ming Tsang, Glenside, PA, USA
6 – Registration Labels, a supplement to Hong Kong Study Circle Journal No. 321, 2002
7 – Postage Due and the Handling of Underpaid Mail of Hong Kong, 1996, Sammy Chiu and K. Tsui, Sunburst Stamps, Willowdale, Canada
Selected Bibliography
The Philatelic History of Hong Kong and the Treaty Ports of China and Japan, F.W. Webb, OBE,
FRPSL,1961, The Royal Philatelic Society, London
The Postal History of Hong Kong Volume 1, 1841 - 1997, Edward B. Proud, 2004, Proud-Bailey Co.
Ltd., Heathfield, England
Hong Kong Study Circle Journal, various issues
Hong Kong Registration Labels, Second Edition, Ming W. Tsang, 1997, Ming Tsang, Glenside, PA,
U.S.A.
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THE CANCELLING MACHINES USED IN BERLIN/KITCHENER, ONTARIO 1907-1992
by Robert D. Vogel
Since 1902, the Canada Post Office Department
utilised machines from the International Postal
Supply Co. of New York. Thirty-seven additional
machines were leased in mid 1907. Berlin received
one of them. This machine is unique: the year is
always found at the bottom of the dater hub. This
was an inconvenience, as the entire hub had to be

changed or re-worked every year. The machine
was a Model L, hand-driven as opposed to electric. Two styles of Berlin dater hubs were used the first from August 21 until the end of 1907
and the second from January, 1908 until September, 1916.

BERLIN, ONT. CAN. 1907 International dater

BERLIN, ONT. 1908 International dater
(Sessions’ Type G hub)

The city’s name changed to Kitchener on September 1, 1916. Strangely enough the last day of
use of the Berlin dater was September 2, 1916.

The International Postal Supply Co. continued its
contract until June, 1919. Only one type of dater
hub has been found during this Kitchener period.

KITCHENER, ONT. 1919 Universal dater
The first Universal machine was a Model C. Re- ener made the first list.
pairs were made to this machine in May, 1926. A Meanwhile, near the end of November, 1930
replacement machine, Model G (serial number
(dates conflict in the records between November
(s/n) 665), was supplied in June, 1927. This con- 28, 29 and December 3), 35 machines from the
tinued in use until the Universal contract was Robert Co. of Montreal called the Perfect were
cancelled on April 19, 1934. Rental in 1930 was purchased at a price of $2,500 each. Kitchener,
$220 per year. Canada-wide, many of the Univer- being one of the larger centers, received one ( s/
sal contracts were cancelled in this period. Kitch- n 159).
9.5 mm

8 mm

KITCHENER ONT. 1930 Perfect dater (with a Universal dater illustrated at right for comparison)
Note the difference between the Perfect and the Universal in the distance from the dater hub to the
obliterator (8.0 mm vs. 9.5 mm).
9

For the first 3½ years both the Universal and
Perfect machines were in service. It is difficult to
tell from the samples studied whether they were
used concurrently or consecutively. After midApril, 1934, the Perfect machine alone was used
until a new contract was awarded to the Pitney-

Bowes Co. on September 8, 1942.
A new dater hub was acquired for the Perfect
machine in early March, 1942. A different font
was used in the hub and is easily distinguishable
from the previous style.

KITCHENER ONT. 1942 Perfect type dater
On September 8, 1942, a new machine was delivered under a contract with the PitneyBowes Co. As the old Universal Co. had
merged with Pitney-Bowes in the mid 1930s,

this new machine was actually a Universal Model G rented for $220 per year. The dater hubs
and obliterators/slogans were interchangeable
with similar parts between the machines.

KITCHENER ONTARIO 1942 Pitney-Bowes type dater
On October 20, 1952, a new Model “G” (s/n
606) was installed and operated until the mid1960s. The RG3 files note that on July 1, 1965,
a Model “G” (s/n 633), was being rented. The

1965 Model D machine was government owned
and remained at the Kitchener Post Office. Various new hubs were used from 1952 until 1974
as shown in the next five illustrations.

KITCHENER ONTARIO CANADA 1958
KITCHENER ONTARIO CANADA 1952
(Note the comma, the shifted ONTARIO and the larger font for CANADA)

KITCHENER ONTARIO 1961
Pitney-Bowes type dater

KITCHENER ONT 1974
Pitney-Bowes type dater
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The 1961 dater hub is similar to the 1942 type dater but if you superimpose one on top of the other you
would notice subtle differences such as the spacing of the letters in Kitchener.

KITCHENER ONTARIO 1961 type dater
(With a 1942 dater illustrated at right for comparison)
The RG3 files also note additional machines being
used to accommodate Christmas overloads from
1947 on. The machines were rented on a demandbasis and were returned after the need was over.
These were as follows:

•
•
•
•

Model DD for Christmas 1947–1950
Model G for Christmas 1951–1955
Model GG for Christmas 1956–1964
Model GG and Model D for Christmas 1965

There is no evidence of the use of these machines until 1950 as shown below.

KITCHENER ONT. CANADA 1950 type dater
This hub was used during the 1950–1959 overload periods.
During the period 1960 to 1970, the use of additional machines continued but there is no discernible hub differences from those used in regular operations.

1973 and 1974 saw a new hub introduced for the
Christmas overload. Although the hub reads
KITCHENER ONT, it was used at the Ardelt
Distribution Centre (ADC) where it normally
would read Kitchener-Waterloo.

KITCHENER ONT 1973 type dater

The ADC opened on November 2, 1969, in
leased facilities at 139 Ardelt Drive in Kitchener,
N2C 2E0. Initially it processed parcels for the
Kitchener, Waterloo and Guelph Post Offices.

11

On March 15, 1971, this office saw a change and
began cancelling all local mail, eliminating the
need to sort the mail in the Kitchener, Waterloo
and Bridgeport offices. The dater hub read
KITCHENER-WATERLOO.

The ADC had at least two Pitney-Bowes Mark II machines from 1971 to 1977, distinguishable
by the font of the daters.

KITCHENER-WATERLOO ONT (small font)

KITCHENER-WATERLOO ONT (large font)

A third machine - a Pitney-Bowes Mark III
model - was introduced in 1975. This machine
has two sets of cancelling heads with four cancelling devices - two lead and two trail. The
trail canceller has short evident tabs 3 to 4 mm
in length left of, and tangent to, the dater hub.

Also note in the dater hub a small 1A or 1B
(which distinguish the two hubs), in the 4:30
position. Only slogan P-480 or the obliterator
dies were used and they were interchangeable
between the lead and trail cancellers.

KITCHENER-WATERLOO ONT
1A hub with obliterator (lead canceller)

KITCHENER-WATERLOO ONT
1A hub with slogan P-480 (trail canceller)

KITCHENER-WATERLOO ONT
1B hub with slogan P-480 (lead canceller)

KITCHENER-WATERLOO ONT
Note the evident tabs on the trail cancellers.

September, 1976, saw a major change in the
dater hub. The old KITCHENERWATERLOO hub was replaced with one
showing the Postal Code of the ADC. The hub
reads POSTES CANADA POST at the top
and N2C 2E0 at the bottom.

Two daters were used, one measuring 20 mm
in diameter (PB-N2C-1) and the other 22 mm
(PB-N2C-2).
Note also the different fonts.

POSTES CANADA POST N2C 2E0 small font.
Mark III machine, 20 mm dater hub,
4 cancelling heads

POSTES CANADA POST N2C 2E0
Mark II machine, 22 mm dater hub,
2 cancelling heads
12

On January 1, 1979, the Trillium Distribution
Centre (TDC) at 70 Trillium Drive in Kitchener,
N2E 2C0, opened and processed all mail from
Kitchener, Waterloo and surrounding areas.
Official opening of this plant took place on
April 20. Note the similar and confusing Postal
Codes of the Ardelt and Trillium facilities, N2C
2E0 (ADC) and N2E 2C0 (TDC).

manual sort; Facer is putting the mail through a
series of belts, aligning the envelopes prior to
being cancelled at the Canceller stage. Although
the ADC facility moved to Trillium on January
1, 1979, examples of its machine cancels have
been found as late as 1983, possibly due to
overload periods.
The Toshiba machine used lead and trail cancelling devices. A small 1 appears in the 10:30 position outside the dater. Only one evident tab is
found on the trail cancelling device measuring
about 1.5 to 2 mm in length to the left of, and
tangential to, the bottom of the dater.

With the opening of Trillium, a new CFC machine - a Toshiba Model 81C (s/n 046823) was contracted to begin January 22, 1979. To
explain the acronym CFC: Culler is where the
machine reject oversize, bulky or thick items to

POSTES CANADA POST N2E 2C0
Trail canceller

POSTES CANADA POST N2E 2C0
Lead canceller
After studying the time marks and fonts used in
the hubs, I have concluded that there was probably more than one machine in use concurrently. Slogan P-475 was the only die used in con-

junction with this dater from 1979 until 1991.
A new hub was introduced in September 1990.
Similar to the former but with the words
POSTES and POST removed.

POSTES CANADA POST N2E 2C0
The last group of machines all Model MST
were requisitioned from International Peripheral Systems. The first two were introduced in 1986, followed by an additional pair
in 1990.

lised during its six-year history, they saw limited use. Perhaps they were used for overload
or when the Toshiba machine was out of operation for maintenance.
Machine 1 (s/n 86 124), Machine 2 (s/n 86
125), Machine 3 s/n not known and Machine 4
s/n not known.

Although four different dater hubs
(distinguishable by the small 1, 2, 3 or 4 at the
10:30 position outside the dater hub) were utiDater Hub #1

13

The Trillium facility has not cancelled First
Class mail since late 1992, although it is still in

operation as a mail delivery depot.

References:
•

Notes taken by Dan Hunka from the Record Group 3 (RG3) files in the Library and Archives
Canada, dealing with the Post Office machines.
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Vogel, Robert D., A Study of the Machine Cancels of Berlin, Kitchener, Kitchener-Waterloo, N2C 2E0
& N2E 2C0, Conestoga Press, Thornbury, Ontario, 2004.
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HISTORY OF THE FREDERICTON POST OFFICE AND ITS POSTMARKS PRE-1900
by Ron Smith

In addition to providing important insights into
the early establishment and management of
postal services in Fredericton, studying the history of the settlement of New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia teaches us two important lessons:
• It is remarkable how ANY letters ever got
delivered;
• We should think twice before complaining
about the cost of our current postal service.

in the south of the province, including the regions of St. Andrews, Saint John, Gagetown,
and Fredericton (Ste Anne’s Point).
While the Loyalist refugees had been promised
large acreages to settle, the reality was, the land
had neither been cleared nor earmarked for
them. Lands that had been previously granted
to the St. John’s River Society should have been
ready but were not. This resulted in many settlers spending a harsh winter in Parrstown
(mouth of the Saint John River). At Ste. Anne’s
Point conditions were worse. The estimate of
the number of people initially settled at Ste.
Anne’s Point varies from a few hundred to as
high as 3500. The highly differing number likely
occurred because in the first winter of 1783, the
population dropped after the settlers moved onto their lands in 1784 and 1785.

The Settlement of Fredericton and the mails
The French were the first non-native (First Nations Peoples) to establish settlements along the
St. John River (original spelling). Many choice
spots along the river were farmed in very early
times, including, probably, the site of the old
Government House at Fredericton, where there
was an Indian encampment. The largest settlement, and that farthest up the St. John, was at
Ste. Anne’s Point, where the city of Fredericton
stands today. Here the Acadians had cleared 600
or 700 acres of land and built a thriving village,
and probably a sprinkling of houses along the
river as far up as the Indian village of Aupaque,
six miles above [1].
Late in 1783, New England Loyalists intent on
maintaining allegiance to the British Crown after
the American War of Independence, sailed from
New York to ‘Nova Scotia’, which at that time
included New Brunswick. They settled mostly

In February 1793, when France declared war
against England, Governor Carleton convinced
the British government to move the capital from
Saint John to Fredericton. Carleton renamed
Ste Anne’s Point to Fredericton after Prince
Frederick, second son of King George III.
Fredericton was chosen as the new location for
the capital in 1785 for both security reasons and
because it was nearly equidistant from the towns
and- settlements that were forming at Miramichi, Bay Verte, Passamaquoddy and other
parts of the province.

15

Postmasters

New York Stock Exchange. His family had lived
in New York for five generations and was of
Knickerbocker Stock.

This author could not find any records as to who
served either officially or unofficially in a postmaster capacity in Fredericton during the period
up to 1792.

Clopper arrived in Saint John in 1783, and was
the grantee of a city lot, but did not stay long,
moving to Fredericton in 1790 where he built a
home called “Grapelawn”, located at the corner
of Brunswick and Saint John streets. (Figure 1).
He held many public posts in Fredericton including Deputy Postmaster, Pension Officer,
and Sergeant-at-Arms in the Legislature [3]. According to Jephcott, Green and Young [3], the
British American Almanac for 1792, (p46) lists
Garrett Clop(p)er as having served as Postmaster
in Fredericton until around 1800.

The first reference to a postmaster is for Garrett
Clopper, a lieutenant in the New York Volunteers and quartermaster of the corps who had his
property confiscated at the end of the American
Revolutionary War. In 1783, he was forced to
sail north with other Loyalists to New Brunswick. Interesting note: The property that was
confiscated from Clopper comprised 33 acres on
Manhattan Island, the current location of the

Figure 1. Photo of “Grapelawn” the original residence of Garrett Clopper. This photo was taken
when the house was owned by George A. Botsford, barrister & solicitor, born 28 December 1807
died 21 June 1891. He was married to Francis (Fanny) Clopper, daughter of Garrett Clopper of
Fredericton. The house burned about 1892 [4]. (New Brunswick Provincial Archives, P5-23)
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Stephen Jarvis succeeded Garret Clopper as postmaster (Figure 2). The Postal archives lists Stephen Jarvis as the first postmaster in Fredericton,
having been appointed in 1801. Born in Danbury
Connecticut, he was a former lieutenant in the
late South Carolina Royalists, and also a Loyalist.
He left Reading, New Hampshire in the spring of
1785 and on June 15th, with his family, landed at

Fredericton. His house was not yet built, and he,
his wife, and child suffered great privations till
October, when he got into his new house. He
resided in Fredericton from 1785 to 1809, and
during this period ‘besides the office of Postmaster’ held successively the commission of Captain,
Major of Brigade, Deputy Adjutant-General, and
Lieutenant Colonel [3].

Figure 2. Colonel Stephen Jarvis
https://sites.google.com/site/jarvisfamily2012/home/family-tree-for-col-stephen-jarvis

Jarvis had originally received a large 700 acre
parcel above Fredericton (Lot no. 1 in Block 1)
called Woodlands, but he petitioned the legislature to receive some ‘additional’ land in town
(Figure 3).

Odell, and adjacent to the church land and the river. [3]

In Committee of Council on the 27th Day of July 1787,
the petition of Stephen Jarvis was read “for the lots No.
171 and 173, and also 169, 172 and 174, upon making the requisite improvements.

Jarvis opened a commission and auction store in
May 1802 (Figure 3). He sold his original farm
around the time he obtained the ‘downtown’ lots
when he opened his business.

This acre and a half lay at the north-east corner of the
town plat, below the residence of the Hon. Jonathan
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These and other grants are recorded in the Journals of the House of Assembly minutes, and often
were printed in the ‘Royal Gazette and New
Brunswick Advertiser’.

Figure 3. Copy of the original survey plan (Plat survey) of Fredericton, 1785-1786, prepared by Lt.
Dugald Campbell illustrating the approximate location of the lots assigned to A Garrett Clopper; B
the ‘downtown’ lots obtained by Stephen Jarvis (see petition below). (N.B. Provincial Archives)

After Jarvis moved to Upper Canada in 1809,
Andrew Phair became postmaster, but his appointment did not start until 1811. In 1782 Phair
was appointed Adjutant in the American Legion
under General Benedict Arnold, and was stationed in New York. In 1783 during the evacuation of New York, Phair, and his young family,
with other Loyalists headed north to New Brunswick. He retired from military service and later
settled in Fredericton, where he was Barrack
Master General and Military Pay Clerk. In addition to being Postmaster, he was also a teaching
assistant at Kings College (predecessor to the
University of New Brunswick) when it was first
established.

After Andrew, the management of the post office in Fredericton became a ‘family affair’. Four
different members of the ‘Phair clan’ were postmasters from 1825 to 1875: J. Phair (1825-1826),
Harriet M. Phair (1826-1827), Wm. B. Phair
(1827-1846) and A.S. Phair (1846-1875). The last
quarter of the century saw Fredericton with the
following three postmasters: H.J. Thorne (18751880), Patrick McPeake (1880-1890) and Frederick S. Hilyard (1890- 1906). [5]
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Post Office Buildings

cation. The first post office building was a small
wooden structure located on Waterloo Row [6]
adjacent to Province Hall [7] (Figure 4).

There is reference to a ‘post office’ in Fredericton
as early as 1788 [2], but it is uncertain as to its lo-

Figure 4. View of Province Hall and Public offices, Fredericton, Completed in 1802, later destroyed by fire. This picture is of a lithograph by George Smith ca 1850. From left to right, 1790 house
and business of Peter Fraser, the Anglican Church, and the 1816 stone government structures on either
side of Province Hall.
New Brunswick Provincial Archives MC300-MS18 from the York-Sunbury Historical Society Collection)

The location of the early post offices likely
changed several times, to coincide with the residences of the postmasters who were incumbent
at the time. Similarly, letters and parcels could be
‘dropped off ‘at designated locations, often businesses. It is important to note, there were no
street numbers in Fredericton until after 1900.
For example, for the stagecoach service between
St. John and Fredericton in the winter of 1815,
John Drost advertised the following:

Buildings and the year they were ‘officially’ recognized as post offices were as follows:

“Application to be made for freight or passage, to Mr.
Gabriel Van Horne, at Fredericton, and at his house in
this City, opposite Mr. Wade’s Taylor Shop” [9].

With the passing of the Post Office Act of 1850,
(and ratified by the New Brunswick Legislature
on March 15, 1851) New Brunswick established
its own Post Office Department in 1850, and in
1856, the head of the post office moved from
Saint John to Fredericton [7], and then later the
post office was located in a brick building on the
north corner of King and St. John Street.

1825 – Queen Street above York
1845 – St. John Street
1867 – Carleton Street near Queen.
The John Thurston Clark Memorial Building on
the east corner of Queen and Carlton served as
the post office until the present facility was built
on Queen Street in 1913.

The challenge of course, was always that contracts to officially deliver the mail were not always in place. However, Mr. Drost seems to
have had a valid mail contract for at least that
year.
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Routes and Mail Delivery

war vessels in New York harbour. On Christmas day 1775, the secretary of the post office at
New York gave public notice that on account of
the interruptions to the couriers in several parts
of the country the inland service would cease
effective that date.

A review of the early postal services in the Maritimes is provided here to provide the context of
how the routes and mail delivery in Fredericton
developed.
Although some forms of mail were conveyed as
early as the 1600s, most of it was of a military
nature such as dispatches, and generally was not
regarded as ‘personal’. The “first” post office in
Canada was founded in Halifax in 1754 [10]. As
the outbreak of the American Revolutionary
War in 1775 approached, the post office was
already being impacted by the negative sentiments towards the British Crown. This led to
the government creating an office, until then
unknown in America, called a “Surveyorship”.
The duties of the surveyor in England included
general control over the postal service. The office of surveyor was established in 1772, and
Hugh Finlay was appointed to the position. He
was allowed to retain his charge of the Post Office in Canada, but received a significant salary
cut (original wording was “his salary underwent
an abatement”).

Recognition of American Independence by the
Treaty of Versailles in 1783 resulted in the dissolution of the old establishment which administered the postal system of the northern district
of North America. The services of Hugh Finlay,
as Deputy Postmaster General of that system,
ceased forthwith, and in July 1784, he was appointed to the much humbler position of Deputy Postmaster General of Canada. He tried to reestablish former postal routes, but even though
the United States was prepared to permit mail
from Canada to pass over its territory to New
York, the tolls levied were exorbitant, motivating him and others in the British colonies to
search for an alternative route.
They decided on a route from Québec to Halifax via Lake Temiscouata, a distance of about
827 km (627 miles) (Figure 5). In January 1783,
even before the peace treaty was signed, Haldimand had taken steps to establish a road between Canada and Nova Scotia. He sent a surveyor with two hundred men down to work on
the Temiscouata portage, and at the same time
urged governor Parr of Nova Scotia to do what
was necessary to facilitate travel in his province.
The British called this route the “Grand Communications Route”[11].

Great Britain was recognizing the futility of persisting in its efforts to maintain the post office in
the colonies. As early as March 1775, the home
office advised its deputies in America that:
“All that was to be expected from the postmasters in the
colonies was that they should act with discretion to the
best of their abilities and judgment”.
Finlay, who, at some personal risk, had gone to
New York to make up his accounts, reported
that the post office was doing but little business,
as the rebels were opening and rifling the mails,
and were notifying the loyally disposed that it
was unconstitutional to use the King’s post office.

Haldimand had observed that a considerable
part of the expense of a mail service by this
route arose from the extortionate charges for
guides and forwarding, such as those imposed
by the Acadians settled at Aupaque, a few miles
above Fredericton.

He foresaw that the post office could not long
continue, and he proposed that the work of distributing the mails should be done on one of the
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Figure 5. Map of postal routes 1784 to 1788 illustrating the Temiscouta route (Arnell [22])

Pierre Durand was arguably the first to carry mail
on this new “Temiscouata Route”. He left Quebec on January 11, 1787, arrived in Halifax on
February 29 and returned to Québec on April 24.
His 105-day trip, aside from being a very long
and dangerous journey, was not a financial success, costing about £120 and realizing only £75
in revenue. Fredericton was a key stop along this
route.
In 1787, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia arranged for a courier service: one leaving Quebec
and one leaving Fredericton every two weeks in
the summer and once a month in the winter. [5].
At approximately the same time, a courier service

between Fredericton and Saint John was established. The courier service may have only been
for official mail because as early as in 1786, a
packet schooner carried mail and passengers between the two towns. In 1787, there was also a
regular winter ‘sleigh’ mail service on the river
ice. In the winter of 1787, Lawrence Mercereau
began to carry His Majesty’s Mails or Letters. He
advertised that he had a “large convenient sleigh,
which would carry six passengers at the cost of
three dollars each. The sleigh was to leave Saint
John each Monday at the same hour (weather
permitting). It is not known how long he provided this service [11].
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Lord Dorchester, Governor of Quebec,
“requested that Finlay take a trip” through New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia to report on the
condition of the roads and postal service between Québec and Halifax. In addition to reporting on the “abysmal” condition of the
roads, Finlay remarked that the constant squabbling between the Deputy Postmasters General
for New Brunswick and Nova Scotia did not
help solve deficiencies in the postal service. He
concluded that a successful postal service needed to be directed by one person, and that the
volume of mail between the provinces was insufficient to meet expenses. Furthermore, he
concluded that unless there were frequent mails
exchanged at Halifax, the service between Halifax and Québec would have to be discontinued.
Dorchester accepted Finlay’s proposals and forwarded them to England. On 5 April 1788, Finlay was rewarded with a new commission appointing him Deputy Postmaster General of the
Province of Canada, Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick.

improvements in mail service corresponded to
improvements in the roads. In 1819 a wagon
road opened between Fredericton and Miramichi and by 1824 five roads lead out of Fredericton. The first summer road to Saint John was
not opened until 1826 [6].
Stagecoaches

Stage ‘sleighs’ were used during the winter as
early as the 1790s to carry mail and a few passengers between Saint John and Fredericton.
The first wheeled stagecoaches running over
regular routes did not appear until the early
1830’s because there were no suitable roads before then. Mail in and out of Fredericton was
carried by stage as early as 1787 by Lawrence
Mersereau [12]. In 1808, Samuel Jones operated
an overnight stagecoach departing Saint John on
Sundays and arriving Fredericton the next day.
The passenger fare was $4. John Drost operated
a stage in 1813, advertising that he would carry
passengers from Saint John to Fredericton.
During the winter, stages left Saint John on
noon on Saturdays and Fredericton on Tuesdays
[13]. He also had a contract to carry the mail
weekly during the winter [14]. There appears to
have been no regular coach line between Saint
John and Fredericton between 1817 and 1830
and mail had to be carried by couriers. [12].

By 1811, two couriers were delivering mail along
the Temicouata route; one leaving Quebec and
one leaving Fredericton every two weeks in the
summer and once a month in the winter [6].
During the war of 1812, mail travelling between
Quebec and Halifax was disrupted both by attack from south of the border and from privateers operating on the lower Saint John River.
The ‘land’ route down along the Saint John River to Fredericton was still of poor quality. To
help protect the mail settlers (soldiers) were stationed at various points along the route. To
avoid the risks at the Lower Saint John River, an
alternate route to Halifax was established, bypassing Saint John [8].

In December 1830 James Williams received a
contract to carry the mail to Fredericton. He
advertised that he would run a stage by road
once a week until the St. John River froze over,
after which time he would run a sleigh on the
river. He lost his mail contract the following
year but still ran a line for passengers [11].
In the 1830s, the “comfortless” four-horse vehicle of the St. John Stage Coach Company departed Saint John for Fredericton on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday and travelled from Fred-

After steamboats came into service, they carried
mail from time to time but for the most part,
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ericton to Saint John on Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday. John Turner, at various times drove or
operated a stagecoach service from Fredericton
to St. Andrews and from Fredericton to Woodstock [15]. The Woodstock and Fredericton
Stage Coach Company was incorporated in
1836, and in 1838, had grown to providing a ‘triweekly daily run’ to Woodstock, including an
‘extra’ stage a week to carry the Canada Mail
[12].
In 1839, government ‘partially caught up’ with
the practice of the time, and a legislative commission studied the postal service and “formally
recommended”’, that:
“the stage coaches carry the mail whenever practicable”.
In 1849, a contract for carrying mail between
Fredericton and Saint John specified that the
stages run at a speed of “not less than seven
miles an hour” [6]. During this period, a considerable amount of the mail was moved using
‘unsanctioned’ means. There was an essential
difference between the English and the American methods of avoiding the penalties for infractions of the post office law.
In England, and to some extent doubtless in
America as well, men engaged in the illegal conveyance of letters did their best to conceal their

operations from the authorities. The efforts of a
public coach driver were directed to rendering
the search made by the post office inspectors
fruitless. If letters were found in his possession,
he suffered the legal penalties as the smuggler
does to-day. It was one of the chances of his
trade.
In the Colonies, men who were bent on circumventing the post office pursued another course.
They indulged their taste for legal technicalities
by carrying their letters openly, and maintaining
that the packages which accompanied them took
them outside the monopoly, and they gave scope
to their humour by making the packages as ridiculous as possible. They incurred no great risk,
for the active spirits in every community threatened a prosecutor with a coat of tar and feathers.
Steamboats
The General Smythe, the first steamboat on the St.
John River, made her maiden voyage from Saint
John to Fredericton on May 20, 1816 [16]. She
was decommissioned in 1824 due to her hull rotting out, and was replaced with the Saint George
which ran from 1825 to 1835.
Mail during this period was often marked “by
steamboat” (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Manuscript ‘Steam Boat’ wrapper mailed from Saint John to Fredericton.
Marked “2s7d due”.
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Mail delivery to Fredericton by boat was also not
without its challenges. The early postmasters
were responsible for paying the couriers and the
boatsmen for carrying the mail and collecting
postage from the recipients of the mail. They
also published in the Royal Gazette the names of
those with letters waiting for them.

at Hartt's Mills (later renamed to Fredericton
Junction) to Fredericton. The route was surveyed
north from Hartt's Mills through the communities of Rusagoni-Waasis, Doak and Salamanca to
a location on the southern edge of the capital
city's downtown. In reality, this was a branch line
in and out of Fredericton.

This fee, as well as the associated ‘internal’ or
within country rate was generally regarded as
usury and thus resulted in many residents seeking
creative means to have mail delivered ‘outside’ of
the mail system. For example, the following excerpt from a letter from L.A. Wilmot to Thomas
Stayner, Deputy Postmaster General for Canada:

In 1875, the Fredericton Branch Railway was
incorporated and took over the operation of the
line from Fredericton to Fredericton Junction.
On September 26, 1883, the New Brunswick
Railway (NBR) acquired the Fredericton Branch
Railway for $150,000. In 1887, the 115 mile long
Northern & Western Railway was opened for
traffic between Chatham Junction and Fredericton. In 1889, both railways amalgamated to form
the Canada Eastern Railway.

“Common practice for persons to put letters on a side
table in the cabins of the steamboats running between
Fredericton and Saint John. On arrival of the boats at
the wharfs ‘boys’ would gather the letters and deliver them
for 1d to 2d each.”

Mail carried to Fredericton on the train was either done so in sealed bags or ‘unofficially’.
There are no Fredericton RPOs postmarks listed
pre-1900 [17].

The official rate was 7d. In the letter, Stayner
proposed a 3d rate for the entire province and
stated that a uniform 3d rate for all mail would
likely reduce the innovative ‘unofficial’ mail local
delivery system.

Early Fredericton postmarks
No postmarks have been recorded from Fredericton prior to 1797. From 1785 to 1801, letters
originating from Fredericton are identified by
manuscript markings (Figure 7).

Railroads
The Fredericton Railway Company pre-dated
Confederation and was incorporated in 1866 to
build a railway line from the European and
North American Railway's "Western Extension"

Figure 7. One-line manuscript
marking mailed from Fredericton
to Quebec. May 12, 1798. 1N4
rate for 401 to 500 miles.
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Straight-line postmarks

A brief description of the four devices and their
periods of use is described in Table 1. One cover example is also shown in Figure 8.

In 1797, straight-line hand cancelling devices
were made for both Fredericton and Saint John.
Four different devices were made for Fredericton.

Cancel Description
Single line “FREDERICTON N.B.” with no date
Two line “FREDERICTON N B”
Month day and year in full on second line
Two line “FREDERICTON N B” larger letters
Month day and year in full on second line
Two line “FRED,.N;B” or “FREDE;,N;B”
Day month and year in full on second line.
Letters, periods, comas and semi-colons removable.

Date(s)

1797
1804
1809
1812/1816

Table 1. Description of the four straight-line Fredericton cancels used between 1797 and 1816
(from [12]).

Figure 8. Previously recorded as used in 1804, this singleline postmark dated 1801 is from Postmaster Stephen Jarvis to his brother Munson in Saint John.
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Fredericton Postmarks 1815 to 1867
A locally made circular cancel was used for a
short period of time around 1815 (Figure 9). Covers with this cancel are quite rare.

Figure 9...Single circle town
dated handstamp used about
1815.

Prior to 1851, the postal service for the Maritime
provinces was under the jurisdiction of the General Post Office in London (G.P.O.). The
G.P.O. would order the obliterators and then
send them out to the provinces. These were generally of brass and the two main firms were John
Francis of Clerkenwell and D.G. Berri of
Bloomsbury [12]. After 1851 when NB and NS
had their own postal organizations, some orders
were placed directly by the provinces with the
two suppliers and the obliterators would be sent
directly to either Halifax or St. John. Other
obliterators were designed and ordered directly
through local firms. Records for these orders
exist in the annual reports of the NB and NS
Assemblies.

Except in the very early stages of the postal system, all mail carried a form of postmark which
generally identified when and where the letter
was posted and by successive markings the route
it had followed. Many letters bore a rate marking with the colour of ink indicating whether the
postage had been prepaid (red) or had still to be
paid (black) [18].
The following post marks were used in Fredericton during the 50-year period from 1817 to
1867. All these postmarks occur as both dispatch (mailing post office) and as receiving cancels. Many can also be found as ‘transit markings’ when a letter travelled through the Fredericton post office (Table 2).

There was also a short-lived error in a cancelling device in which the name Fredericton
was incorrectly spelled as ‘Frederixton’. An example is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Mailed from Richibucto, N.B. on July 27, 1849, this letter has both ‘Money’ and ‘On
service’ manuscript markings. It is rated 1s6d which was 1s for the inland letter rate and a 6d
money letter fee. NOTE: The CDS has Fredericton misspelled as ‘Frederixton’.
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Period used:
1817-1835

Period used:
1840-1841

Period used:
1853-1867

Period used:
1853-1867

Period used:
1834-1853

Period used:
1834-1853

Period used:
1853-1867

Period used:
1840 - ?

Table 2. Postmarks used in Fredericton between 1817 and 1867. NOTE: Illustration for
number 8 (LR corner) was taken from Jephcott Green and Young [12].
Numeral grid postmarks

number but never was. The other two types
have a number representing a post office.
Fredericton was number 13. Types 1 and 3
were used in Fredericton. Type 2 differs from
type 3 in the size of the opening, the latter designed to take two numbers instead of one.

There were three different grid postmarks used
in New Brunswick starting in 1853. The three
types are described in detail by Argenti [19] and
are shown in Figure 11. Type 1 has a open
space that was presumably there to insert a
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Figure 11. New Brunswick numeral grid cancels from Argenti [19]. Only types 1 and 3 were
used in Fredericton.

Markings for Information

within.

J.J. MacDonald [18] provides a nice summary of
the use of “Markings for Information” which is
partially reproduced here. Some examples of
these markings used in Fredericton are illustrated.

All of the aforementioned marking were in general use, including Fredericton. Some examples
are provided.

MacDonald describes three groups of
‘information’ markings: Those primarily for the
benefit of the postal system itself such as to
clearly specify to the postmaster, whether or not
a letter was prepaid, or even that it was to be
delivered without charge;
To inform the addressee why a letter was late in
being received either through the tardiness of
the writer missing the mail or through as a result
of a mistake in the routing;
Those indicating that the letter was registered,
warning both the postmaster and the receiver
that money or other valuables were contained

Carrier Delivery Fees
Starting in approximately 1809, a penny delivery
charge was collected by carriers delivering letters
in Halifax. This was not a postage charge but a
service fee collected by the letter carrier. By
1842, there were eight carriers, two each in Halifax, Yarmouth and St. John, and one each in
Fredericton and Pictou. In the first three towns
the carrier fee was one penny per letter. In Fredericton and Pictou, the fee was also one penny
but the carriers were paid a salary by the post
master. This practice continued until 1851 in
Halifax and 1854 in the other towns in Nova
Scotia but remained the same in New Brunswick. (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Example of a local carrier delivery fee in Fredericton. The 1s/2d paid was the rate for a
distance of 401 to 500 miles. The local carrier delivery fee is shown by the manuscript ‘1’ at left of
the paid manuscript marking. George Shore was the Surveyor General for New Brunswick following the war of 1812.
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PAID handstamps

cited in MacDonald [18], relatively simple and it
can be assumed that most were locally made. Two
Paid’ in circle postmarks were also used in Fredericton (Figure 13).

The straight-line ‘Paid’ handstamps can be found
in mail originating in Fredericton. They were, as

Figure 13. Two PAID in circle postmarks used in Fredericton (from ref [12]).
Parcel Post Handstruck Postal Rate Markings 1860 to 1867
In 1860, parcel post rates became 25 cents per
pound up to three pounds. A variety of different
rate markings, with and without ‘paid’ were in

general use throughout the region. The use of
these handstamps however was not limited to
parcels. As was the general practice, prepaid
markings were in red whereas those mailed with
postage due were generally in black ink. (Figure
14).

Figure 14. Prepaid letter mailed from Fredericton illustrating one example of a handstruck rate
marking.
Fredericton Cancels Post-Confederation

used in the 1889 to 1899 period [23]. A two-ring
11, and an ‘11 in bars’ were the predominantly
used cancels in Fredericton during the 1870s
(Figure 15). The two ring 11 was introduced
during the large queen period and although two
different ‘11 in bars’ cancels are recorded in
McManus[22] further study has resulted in the
variety with smaller numerals having been deleted from the third fancy cancel handbook as it
was likely a distorted cancel [20].

Three different single split ring cancels were
used between 1879 and 1891 [21] and seven different Fredericton solid ring cancels are in the
Pritchard and Andrews proof strike book for the
period from 1881 to 1892 [22]. These dated
cancels were used alone, and in various combinations with cork and other ‘fancy’ cancels. At
least two different ‘official’ duplex cancels were
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Figure 15. Two examples of the two-ring 11 and 11-in-bars cancels used in Fredericton during the
late 1860s to the late 1870s.
Many different cork cancels were used in Fredericton during the 1880s to the mid 1890s. From a
small survey of 66 covers In the authors possession, there are no fewer than 23 different cancels, too many to illustrate in this article. The
author intends to produce a chronology of their
use at a future date. One specific cancel, the
Fredericton ‘F’ is discussed following.

or not can be a fun if not frustrating exercise. I
have been collecting New Brunswick fancy cancels for some 20+ years now and have continually been on the search for Lacelle number 409, a
Fredericton ‘F’. This cancel was listed in Day &
Smythies, (481f) and a cover with three nice
strikes was part of the Day collection (Figure
16).

The Fredericton ‘F’ Lacelle L409 – Spurious
or not?
Building a story to question whether or not a
specific ‘single’ example of a cancel is spurious
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Figure 16. Scan of a photocopy of a cover dated April 11, 1885. This cover was in the Day collection and the photocopy was taken from that. It shows three nice strikes of what has become to
be known as a Fredericton ‘F’.
Over the past 20 years I have managed to accumulate some 20 covers cancelled in Fredericton
in 1884 and 1885 as well as examined many others. However I have never seen the elusive ‘F’.
As I understand it, the original Day cover is the
only reported example. Much to my pleasant
surprise, this spring, in our club show, I came

across a front that was in the possession of a
friend. This front was dated January 1885. It appeared to be a solid cork with a few almost random lines. However, my imagination started to
catch up to me and I began looking to see how
these lines closely resembled those for L409.
(Figure 17).

Figure 17. Cover front dated Jan 24 1885 with a Fredericton cork cancel.
The two cancels do not necessarily jump out at
you as being the same until you take a closer examination. Specifically, when the cancels are ro-

tated to have the intaglio lines in the same orientation, they start to definitely look alike (Figure
18).
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Figure 18. Close up scans of the two cancels with the intaglio lines oriented in the same direction.
The CSI case is not quite fully solved but here
are some additional points for consideration.

Jan to April 1885, a new ‘F’ cancel could have
been introduced and used, but if one had, I
would have expected to have seen one given my
20-year serious search in auctions, dealers stocks,
written requests to postal history dealers, etc.

1. If some of the white was filled with ink, the
cancel on the left could easily closely resemble
the one on the right, i.e., become an ‘F’.

This is far from iron-clad but it’s a start.

2. Examining covers with Fredericton cancels
before and after the period of January to April
1885, provides some additional insights.

If anyone reading this article has any covers that
could contribute to this mini-study, I would love
to hear from you.

Between the period August 1884 and August
1885, all of the killers from Fredericton I have
seen are quartered corks. I own a total of five
such covers, one from 1884 and four from 1885.
I have noted three others from various sales all
in 1885.

Squared Circle Cancels
Last but not least, Fredericton also had a
squared circle cancel that was used in the late
1890s.
Complaining about postal delivery service?:
A last comment on postal delivery in Fredericton

Admittedly there is a several month gap
(September 1884 to December 1884 in which I
have not seen quartered corks. So then the question warrants asking, was a different cancel ie the
Fredericton ‘F’, used either JUST in April 1885
or is it a spurious cancel from a solid cork showing deterioration?

Fredericton was a long time waiting for home
mail delivery. Somewhat fed up that mail was
still not being delivered, in 1886, the citizens
‘petitioned’ (urged) city council to put names on
the streets and numbers on the houses. This
took a while, and home delivery did not start
until 1913! [6].

Fredericton covers from this period are not
scarce. Although during the three month period
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Almonte, Ontario: Ottawa Valley Town Renamed after Mexican General
by Ian S. Robertson

Introduction

River, 48 kilometers southwest of central Ottawa.

As with many communities, the scenic Ottawa
Valley mill town near where I spent seven formative years was first named after its founder.
But, as often happened in early settlements, an
influential newcomer’s name replaced the first
choice.

Researchers say the 200-km river’s name came
from ‘Mazinaa[bikinigan]-ziibi’, an Algonquian
term based on ancient ‘painted river’ pictograph
rock carvings along Mazinaw Lake, plus tales of
the “mighty” Mississippi in the United States.

Other events led to a further rebranding, with
several alternates proposed until, due to a reported impasse, its current one - which ranks as one
of the more unusual choices in Canada.

A ward of the town of Mississippi Mills, which
included a merger with Ramsay and Pakenham
townships on Jan. 1, 1998, Almonte recorded
5,039 residents in 2016.

For reasons somewhat obscured by the mists of
time, Almonte, Ontario was named 164 years
ago after a Mexican military officer.

In addition to describing the community’s
growth, and social history, I have included minibiographies about two famous local people
whose contributions have been featured on
stamps, including one whose creation of a major
sport recently focused the world’s attention on
Almonte.

More unusual, Major General Juan Nepomuceno
Almonte (1803-1869) had no connection to the
Lanark County town divided by the Mississippi

Figure 1. Founding of Almonte, Ontario (First as Shipman's Mills)
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Figure 2. Map showing location of Almonte, 76 kilometers southwest of Ottawa
In the Beginning ...
A Crown land patent granted 80 hectares to miller David Shepherd in 1819, according to the
online posting: A Brief History of Almonte - Almonte Ontario.
Shepherd’s Falls was soon renamed Shipman’s
Mills, Gerry Wheatley wrote in The Almonte Gazette in 1992.
Shepherd sold his patent and left town soon after fire gutted his partially-built mill. A local history research website notes he fled "to escape
the imprisonment which awaited defaulting
debtors."
The property was taken over by Jehoida Boyce,
whose son-in-law, Daniel Harvey Shipman, is
considered Almonte’s true founder.
In 1821, Shipman erected a sawmill around
which a business district was established (fig. 3).
He also built a grist mill beside the Mississippi
River, and a distillery.
Daniel Shipman and his son Sylvanus, who took

over the sawmill, the family’s lumber yard and
the distillery, also held major shares in the Ramsay Woollen Cloth Manufacturing Company, a
key employer in the community, whose population had reached 200.
The grandfather of his wife, Charlotte, was the
infamous U.S. traitor Brigadier-General Benedict Arnold, who defected to the British in 1780,
three years before the Revolutionary War ended.
After becoming a shipping merchant in Saint
John, New Brunswick, Arnold took his family to
London, England in 1791. He and his sons were
granted 6,100 hectares of land near present-day
Renfrew, northwest of Almonte, as a reward for
helping organize militia forces on British-held
West Indies islands during the French Revolution.

Heavily-forested, Lanark County was a major
source of lumber for Shipman.
Most local newcomers, weavers and farmers
from Scotland and Ireland, built homes, plowed
fields left bare by lumberjacks and planted grain
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Figure 3. Shipman's lumber
yard, circa 1860

which was ground into flour in the second Shipman grist mill.
With skilled artisans and waterways whose rapids and waterfalls drove the mill’s turbines, plus
tree-cleared fields suitable for sheep-raising, the
region was ideal for increased settlement and
development of a textile industry.

Established on April 6, 1837, in James Wylie’s
store, the post office was called Ramsay, according to Library & Archives Canada’s records.
Around 1850, Daniel Shipman laid out a town
plot called Ramsayville, while future miller Edward Mitcheson laid out a town plot called Victoriaville. Neither name survived.

Figure 4. Engraving of Victoria Woolen Mills, 1863

With 500 residents by then, prosperity was greatly enhanced after the Brockville & Ottawa Railway Company built a train station to provide
passenger and freight services.

mills being destroyed by fire in 1852, James Rosamond, a businessman and mill shareholder in
the nearby town of Carleton Place, moved to the
burned-out Ramsay Woollen Cloth Manufacturing Company site. He soon had the four-storey

Within five years of the first of several woolen
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No. 2 Mill built.

By the 1950s, competition from foreign manufacturers had taken a toll on the town’s top industry. The last mill to close was six-storey Rosamond No. 1.

By 1869, the booming community’s population
had reached 2,000. Within a decade, there were
700 more residents, 30 stores plus 70 other businesses, including new sawmills, machine shops
and iron foundries.

Earliest Known Ramsay Postmark
The first dates within cancellations applied with
a hand-held device at the Ramsay post office
were hand-written, according to an 1968 article
in The Perth Courier.

Almonte was nicknamed “Little Manchester,”
after England’s leading industrial city, the lanarkcountytourism.com website notes.
“The rapid expansion of the national rail system,
coupled with the emergence of an industrialized
middle-class with cash to spend and a growing
appetite for consumer goods ... spurred the
spectacular growth of Almonte’s textile industry,” the website A Brief History of Almonte - Almonte Ontario states.

A two-line ‘manuscript’ notation joined by a
bracket within a double circle that included
“RAMSAY” in serif-decorated capital letters
above ‘U.C.” - Upper Canada - was typical for
smaller post offices, before metal type slugs were
provided.
The earliest known example is postmarked Nov.
1, 1839 (Fig. 5). Hank Narbonne, Greenwood
Stamps, told me a smaller ‘split ring’ Ramsay
postmark with sans-serif capital letter was provided in 1850, with ‘C.W.’ for Canada West at
the bottom.

“Suddenly there was a ready-made national market for fine woolen goods, one that was almost
instantly accessible, or at least by the standards
of an earlier day,” it continues. “Mill-work became a family way of life, passed on through the
generations.”

Figure 5. Folded letter sent collect for 1 shilling, 2 pence, with earliest-known Ramsay, U.C. (future
Almonte) postmark, with handwritten Nov. 1, 1839 manuscript date (Courtesy: Chris Anstead)
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In 1855, local residents chose Waterford as the
community’s new name. The only problem,
postal officials advised, was the post office by
that name in a Haldimand County village since
1826.

Since then, a variety of postmarks have been
hand-applied to mail.
They included a split ring ‘Almonte, Ont.’ cancel, several slightly-different larger circular cancels, a ‘Squared Circle’ cancel in the 1890s, and
three ‘duplex’ cancels consisting of a round hub
town-dated postmark next to vertical wavy bars
set in an oval, with the first introduced in 1905
and the last in service from 1946 until 1971, according to Robert A. Lee’s book, Catalogue of Canadian Duplex Cancellations (examples in figs. 6, 7,
8, 9,10 and 11).

Ramsay citizens then chose Waterloo, based on
the victorious 1815 British-Prussian success at
the Battle of Waterloo in present-day Belgium.
But a post office by that name had opened in
1831 in Waterloo County.
Adopted in 1855, the name Almonte was formalized by the Post Office Department on Feb.
1, 1859.

Figure 6: Almonte, Ont., Registered, Aug. 5, 1879 split ring postmark

(Image courtesy of Bow City Philatelics Ltd.)

Figure 7: Almonte, Ont., Jan. 29, 1890 circle date stamp
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Figure 8: Almonte, Ont., 1897 square circle

Figure 9: 1907 duplex

Figure 10: 1949 duplex
Two different machine cancellers were installed
decades later, starting with one made by the Pitney Bowes firm that went into service in 1951.
The last one, in a desk top machine made by the
Klüssendorf A.G. company in Germany, went
into service in 1983.

In the 1990s, when Canada Post centralized mail
cancelling and sorting to large, warehouse-style
plants, smaller post offices including the one in
Almonte began shipping mailbags by truck to
large centralized processing plants, the Postal History Corner website notes.

Staff also used square-shaped ‘Almonte, Ont.’
rubber markers including ones for Registered
mail and postal money orders.

Since then, those facilities apply computerized
dot matrix cancellations that include a machine
code, times and dates - but no community
names.
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Figure 11. Some additional Almonte covers
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Table 1. Almonte Postmasters 1853
Name of Postmaster

Date of Appointment

Date of Vacancy

Cause of Vacancy

James Wylie Sr.

PM in 1853

1854-05

James H. Wylie Jr.

1854-05-30

1906

Death

Dr. Joseph Kirkland

1907-02-12

1934-10-02

Resignation

Hal Birkmyre Kirkland

1934-12-07

1961-03-17

Retirement

Miss Margaret Catherine
Johnson

1961-03-17

1974-08-05

Retirement

L. Stewart Lancaster

1974-08-05

-

Source: Library and Archive Canada - Post Offices and Postmasters :Item Number 20054
https://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/discover/postal-heritage-philately/post-offices-postmasters/Pages/item.aspx?
IdNumber=20054&

Margaret Catherine Johnson, Almonte postmistress 1961-1974, on mural outside current
town post office (Artist: Adrian Baker)

Hal Birkmyre Kirkland, Almonte postmaster
1934-1961, on painting mounted outside the
new town post office on Mill St., with 1945
'Duplex' cancel. (Artist: Karen Phillips Curran)
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Table 2. Almonte Postmasters
WHYTE, SUSAN

Oct. 2001 to March 2006

SMALLIAN, JANET

Nov. 2006 to May 2008

PUCCI, LILA

May 2008 to June 2008

SMALLIAN, JANET

May 2008 to July 2008

PUCCI, LILA

July 2008

SMALLIAN, JANET

July 2008 to March 2009

MULLIGAN, BARBARA

Sept. 2008 to Nov. 2008

PUCCI, LILA

Nov. 2008 to Aug. 2009

MULLIGAN, BARBARA

July 2009 to Nov. 2009

PUCCI, LILA

Oct. 2009 to Nov. 2009

FLORENT, MARIO

Nov. 2009 to Nov. 2010

FALLAK, LAURIE

Oct. 2010 to April 2011

PUCCI, LILA

April 2011 to Sept. 2011

MAHERAL, MOYRA

Sept. 2011 to Feb. 2014

MAHERAL, MOYRA

Dec. 2013 to Feb. 2014

DONALDSON, JESSICA

Jan. 2014 to March 2014

MOORE, NICOLE

April 2014 to Jan. 2016

DUBREUIL, PATRICIA

Jan. 2016 to June 2016

MOORE, NICOLE

Jun. 2016 to Aug. 2016

DUBREUIL, PATRICIA

June 2016 to Aug. 2016

MOORE, NICOLE

Aug. 2016 to Nov. 2016

DEITNER, TARA

Nov. 2016 to July 2018

DONALDSON, JESSICA

Aug. 2018

BANKS, PAIGE (Acting)

July 27, 2020*

Source: Canada Post Media Relations, (received July 17, 2019),
* - personal communication Paige Banks, Aug. 11, 2020.
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Figure 12. Recent Almonte postmarks. The strike on the right is
Almonte’s only sub post office, located in a Rexall Drugs store.

Figure 13. Current Almonte Post Office building (note outside mural)
(photo: courtesy Chris Anstead)
Juan Almonte, Santa Anna and the Alamo

After joining the Mexican army he was later promoted to the rank of Colonel, and travelled in
1834 to Texas, which was part of Mexico, and
spent nine months inspecting the politicallyfragile state as Director of Colonization, though
was assigned to secretly gather intelligence about
potential rebels.

Since residents merely read General Juan Almonte’s name in newspapers in the mid-1800s
and had not heard it spoken with Spanish inflection, as ‘al-MONT-ay’, they pronounced it ‘ALmont’.
As a youngster, Almonte studied in New Orleans,
Louisiana, where he became fluent in English
and French.

Two years later, an insurrection involving
‘Texians’ from the U.S. occurred and Almonte
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became an aide-de-camp of General Antonio de
Padua María Severino López de Santa Anna y
Pérez de Lebrón, Mexico’s first president, as he
prepared to lead 6,000 soldiers into Texas.

Following Almonte’s release by the Texans, he
resumed his role as a diplomat, was promoted to
brigadier-general, and became Mexico’s secretary
of war. Two years later, Almonte was appointed
as Mexico’s ambassador to the United States.

Their main target was the former Catholic mission at the Alamo, near modern-day San Antonio,
Texas.

Ramsay becomes Almonte

On March 6, 1836, following a 13-day siege during which they refused to surrender, the 189 defenders were killed.

As Mexico’s ambassador to Washington, Almonte was referred to periodically in newspapers before Ramsay residents were told in 1855 that they
had to choose a new name for their town.

General Sam Houston mounted a counter-attack
that ended with 1,200 enemy soldiers killed and
300 captured during the 18-minute Battle of
Jacinto. The Texans lost 11 men, with another 30
wounded.

After the newly-formed postal service of the
Province of Canada rejected Waterford because
of the other Upper Canada town by that name,
the Major General’s name topped a dwindling list
of alternatives.

After surrendering during the fateful battle, Almonte served as interpreter for his captured president, who signed a treaty and took his surviving
soldiers back across the border.

While no official record survives of why the final
choice was made, two stories have been told repeatedly.

Figure 14: General Juan Nepomuceno Almonte label
(possibly as depicted on cigar box cover)
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Still unhappy over the War of 1812, which ended
in 1815 and prompted many Loyalist families to
leave the United States, plus news of ongoing
conflicts between the U.S. and Mexico, many
townspeople reputedly liked the idea of ruffling
the Americans by using the name of a popular
Mexican ambassador, especially one tied to the
short-lived Texas defeat under Santa Anna.

James H. Wylie Jr., who held the post for 52
years, starting on May 30, 1854 until his death in
1906.
Grand Post Office opened in 1891
Wylie was still on the job when a handsome red
sandstone 2 1/2-storey Romanesque Revivalstyle post office and Customs House designed
by Thomas Fuller, architect of 140 public buildings including the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa, was built between 1889 and 1891 on Mill St.,
Almonte’s main downtown street. A similarlystyled rear extension was completed in 1916.

Residents regarded the ambassador as a
"principled David fighting a Goliath interested
in swallowing up all North America,” Frank Cosentino wrote in his 2000 book, Almonte: the life of
Juan Nepomuceno Almonte.

Closed in 1968, the former post office was designated a national historic site of Canada on June
13, 1983.

As a final stroke of inspiration, a handsome colour portrait of the moustache-sporting Mexican
officer on the front of an Almonte-brand cigar
box (fig. 14) shown at a public meeting resulted
in the town choosing his name - or so the story
goes. (It should be noted that any photos of him
that I have seen show him as clean-shaven.)

“Part of a national programme to provide federal offices
in well designed and prominently located structures ... the
steep, picturesque roof and richly coloured and carved
stone are characteristic of the period,” its Historic Sites
and Monuments Board of Canada plaque states.

Approved by the Combined Counties of Lanark
and Renfrew in June 1855, the post office’s identity was not formally changed from Ramsay for
four years, Cosentino wrote.

The former post office’s bell still rings on the
hour, with volunteers regularly tuning the fourface clock tower pendulum and geared mechanisms.

The first postmaster of renamed Almonte was

Figure 12. a: Almonte Post Office and Customs Building, circa 1910
b: Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada plaque
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Fond Memories

On June 1, 1959, we moved back to Ottawa. I
look back on the Almonte area with fondness,
including the long-abandoned ‘ghost’ hamlet of
Bennie’s Corners.

In 1952, while living in Ottawa, my parents
bought an old farmhouse on top of a hill on the
Clayton Road in Ramsay Township, a few miles
northwest of Almonte.

My sister and I attended its one-room schoolhouse, where locally-born Dr. James A. Naismith
(1861-1939), who invented the game of basketball in the U.S., was a young student.

They regularly drove me and my sister Shelagh
into town, to shop on Mill Street at the IGA grocery store and the Stedman’s Department Store,
both now long-gone.

Figure 13. Bennies Corners postmark, Dec. 23, 1863.
(Courtesy of Lanark County Tweedsmuir Histories)
Train Wreck Claimed 39 Lives

wawa, Arnprior and Pakenham. It reached Almonte 40 minutes behind schedule.

During the war, the movement of soldiers resulted in one of the town’s most infamous incidents.

The troop train, which had a caboose and 13
metal coaches, weighed more than 1,000 tons,
but carried no speed gauge despite orders to
maintain a fast pace while watching out for other
trains, according to Bruce Deachman’s article in
The Ottawa Citizen on Jan. 8, 2018.

On Dec. 27, 1942, a Canadian Pacific Railway
troop train called the Passenger Extra 2802 East
and carrying soldiers and other military personnel from Red Deer, Alberta to Halifax, Nova
Scotia, rammed the rear of the 10-coach Sunday
Evening Special passenger train No. 550 at Almonte’s CPR station.

Mist off the Mississippi River, steam from the
stopped passenger train’s locomotive, plus snow
and sleet, obscured the red warning lights on its
rear until seconds before the impact.

Busy over Christmas, Train 550 had twice the
normal number of wooden coaches. Pulled by a
34-year-old steam locomotive, the Ottawabound train was boarded by numerous passengers at stations in communities including Peta-

Despite the troop train conductor desperately
applying his emergency brake, the horrendous
collision disintegrated almost three of the 550’s
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Figure 14. Canadian Pacific Railway steam locomotive
after troop train wreck, Almonte, Ont. Dec. 27, 1942
coaches, resulting in 39 fatalities and between
100 and 200 people injured.

mer ‘son’ of Almonte was freshly celebrated before and after the Toronto Raptors won the National Basketball Association championship on
June 13, 2019 - a first for Canada.

“We thought it was a bomb,” Ed Muldoon, who
was a 15-year-old in the second-last car with a
cousin, told Deachman 76 years later.

Hundreds of participants flocked into downtown
Almonte to watch games on a large screen outside the Old Town Hall, including the victory
match.

“Everything was gone in an instant. We were
suddenly buried under debris.
“We didn’t seem to be hurt,” the senior told the
reporter, adding he had regular nightmares as an
adult.

“It’s rekindling the awareness and bringing his
Canadian roots to the forefront,” resident Bonnie McBain, a distant relative of Naismith’s, told
Toronto Star reporter Isabel Teotonio, for her
June 9, 2019 article.

The tragic story was carried across the country
on the front of many newspapers, including The
Ottawa Evening Journal and The Ottawa Citizen,
which also reported condolences expressed by
William Lyon Mackenzie King, Canada’s prime
minister.

“He never lost his connection to his home and
where he was born,” she was quoted as saying.
Following the Raptors’ NBA victory, U.S.-based
Cable News Network (CNN) reporter Madeline
Holcombe focused the world’s attention on Naismith and the town where he was born.

Two Famous Almonte ‘Sons’
Local history buffs, museums and genealogical
societies maintain and record names plus details
about many early settlers and their descendants.

“He didn't invent the game in Ontario, that
would come when he was a physical education
teacher at what is now Springfield College in
Massachusetts,” Holcombe wrote in her June 14
online article.

Among the most celebrated are Dr. James A.
Naismith and his friend, Dr. Robert Tait
McKenzie.
James A. Naismith

“He said in an audio recording that he nailed up

With his invention in 1891 of basketball, the for47

Figure 15: Canadian and United States stamps commemorating Altmonte’s
Dr. James A. Naismith and his invention of basketball.

Figure 16: Almonte pictorial postmark, introduced 2016, commemorating the 125th.
anniversary of the invention of basketball by James. A. Naismith.

Figure 17. Naismith posing for a photograph on
the front steps of his former Bennie’s Corners
schoolhouse in the late 1930’s.
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peach baskets to the wall and made teams to try
to get an old soccer ball into them to quell rowdy
students who couldn't go outside to play while it
was snowing.”

Mills Mayor Christa Lowry told her. "He invented the game because he wanted to keep young
men busy in the winter.
"We wear it very proudly on our sleeves that we
are the hometown of basketball," Lowry said.
"It's a really special time to share Canadian basketball with the country and the world."

When Naismith’s students asked to participate in
the new game again, their instructor decided to
make up rules, the CNN reporter continued.
“He didn't make millions from it," Mississippi

Figure 18. 'Canadian Inventions - Sports' commemorative of 2009, features peach basket and
early leather ball used in early Basketball
games following Naismith’s rules.

The eldest son of Scottish immigrants, Naismith
was born on Nov. 6, 1861 in Ramsay Township,
according to The Canadian Encyclopedia, though
some websites cite Almonte as his place of birth.

degree in 1887, Naismith studied theology at
The Presbyterian College in Montreal, paying his
way with earnings as a McGill physical education teacher.

Orphaned after his parents died of typhoid fever, the nine-year-old and his two siblings
moved to Bennie’s Corners, and the rural home
of their uncle, Peter Young, and his wife, Jeannie. There he attended the hamlet’s school from
1867 to 1875.

He then became the college’s permanent athletics instructor.
In 1891, Naismith became an instructor at the
International YMCA Training School in Springfield, Mass.
The first game of basketball, which included
some elements of soccer, American football and
field hockey, using soccer balls and half-bushel
peach baskets nailed about 10 feet above the
floor at each end of the gymnasium was played
four days before Christmas 1891.

After graduating from the Almonte High School
in 1883, he attended McGill University in Montreal, where he excelled in lacrosse, football, rugby, soccer and gymnastics.
Following presentation of his Bachelor of Arts
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Following some overly-rough play, during which
one student was knocked unconscious, Naismith
introduced a rule prohibiting running with the
ball. His 13 rules were published on Jan. 15,1892
in the school's newspaper, The Triangle.

During the First World War, he served with the
First Kansas Infantry on the U.S.-Mexico border, held religious services and counselled soldiers before volunteering for overseas duty as a
chaplain.

The sport soon became so popular, graduates
introduced ‘Basket Ball’ elsewhere.

After 19 months based in Paris France, working
through the YMCA to improve the social hygiene of American soldiers, Naismith returned to
the University of Kansas in early 1919, and became its campus doctor and athletic director.

In 1885 he moved to Denver, Colorado, where
he became a local YMCA physical education director while studying to become a doctor at the
local Gross Medical School.

Naismith suffered a brain hemorrhage and died
nine days later, on Nov. 28, 1939, at his Lawrence home, three weeks after his 78th birthday.
He was buried at Memorial Park Cemetery in
Lawrence, Kansas.

After graduating, he founded the University of
Kansas basketball program after becoming an
associate professor of physical culture and chapel director at the Lawrence, Kansas main campus.

Dr. Robert Tait McKenzie
“Known as the Brothers of the Wind, McKenzie
and Naismith were lifelong friends,” the Naismith Basketball Foundation website notes, adding the two pioneers led “incredibly similar lives.
“Both attended McGill University as directors of
Gymnastics and became medical doctors. They
held similar values when it came to the importance of developing both mind and body
that they went hand in hand.”
Born on May 26, 1867 in Almonte or in Ramsay
Township, depending on which encyclopedia or
other source is referenced, he and Naismith met
as youngsters.
Before enrolling at McGill University in 1885,
‘Tait’ as he was best known in his youth, spent

two years at what became Lisgar Collegiate Institute in Ottawa.
After graduating, he became an intern at Montreal General Hospital, performed surgeries,
opened a medical practice, and succeeded Naismith as the university’s gymnasium instructor.

Two years before the new century, McKenzie
was appointed Medical Director of Physical
Training at McGill - a first for a Canadian university.
Despite his busy schedule, he began exploring
the world of art, doing watercolour sketches,
then became known and admired for producing
lifelike sculptures influenced by his knowledge of
anatomy.

McKenzie’s early sculptures, which portrayed
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athletes in artistic and three-dimensional forms
that were useful as teaching aids.

colours, the predominantly brown and gold large
-format horizontal $1 stamp released on March
14, 1975 captures the detailed anatomy of
McKenzie’s sculpture art (fig 20). A predominantly silver large-format vertical $2 commemorative released the same day, and also designed
by Fleming, features ‘The Plunger’, the sculptor’s
depiction of an athletic swimmer poised to dive,
with his body bent forward and arms poised
palms-out and backwards. (fig. 21)

His first full-bodied, three-dimensional sculpture, ‘The Sprinter’, which once stood on U.S.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s desk in the
White House in Washington, D.C., was used on
the first of two stamps Canada Post issued in
advance of the 1976 Summer Olympics held in
Montreal.
Designed by Allan Robb Fleming, and printed
by Ashton-Potter Limited in eight lithographic

Figure 19. 1975 First Day Cover franked with $1 commemorative featuring
Dr. Robert Tait McKenzie's famous sculpture, 'The Sprinter', postmarked
with Pitney Bowes hub 'Almonte, Ontario Canada' machine cancel in use for
more than 30 years, from early 1951.

Figure 20. “The Sprinter”

Figure 21. “The Plunger”
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In Almonte, the sculptor was commissioned by
the Rosamond milling family to produce a figure
for the town’s future war memorial commemorating Lieutenant Alexander ‘Alex’ Rosamond.
The son of Bennett Rosamond, Member of Parliament for North Lanark from 1892 to 1904,
was killed in France during the First World War.

While exploring his old haunts, McKenzie
bought a long-abandoned stone grist mill built in
1830 by John Baird, an immigrant from Glasgow, Scotland. Over the next two years, McKenzie and his wife had it restored as a summer
home and studio, where he displayed many of
his most famous sculptures.

In 1931 Almonte’s mayor invited him to return
for a celebration of his home town’s 50th anniversary of incorporation, and awarded him ‘The
Freedom of Almonte’ in recognition of his
achievements.

Never one to relax, he spent many summer days
walking along shady paths near what he renamed
the Mill of Kintail (fig. 22) as a reminder of the
McKenzie clan head’s home in the Western
Highlands of Scotland.

Figure 22. Mill of Kintail today
(Photo courtesy of Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority)
For several years, McKenzie worked in his studio, swam in the mill pond, went canoeing, and
made presentations in Almonte to local groups.
Diagnosed with a failing heart, the sculptor, soldier, educator and physical fitness pioneer collapsed and died back in Philadelphia on April 28,
1938.

McKenzie's ashes and heart were interred in St.
Cuthbert’s churchyard in Edinburgh, near his
statue of a seated soldier, The Scottish American
Memorial. Called 'The Call 1914', it was erected
in nearby West Princes Street Gardens in 1927.

(Ian S. Robertson is also a member of the RPSC, BNAPS, APS, CPSGB, PHSC and Toronto Postcard Club,

and has been writing columns for Canadian Stamp News since early 1987 and is Associate Editor of County Magazine, Bloomfield, Ontario, which he helped launch in late 1976.)
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Labels Used for Ontario’s Inter-University Transfer System
by Barry M. Millman, James L. Hunt, David K. Foot and John Wilson

Introducton

tario universities be established. This resulted in
the formation of the Inter-University Transit System or IUTS.

In 1963, the Ontario Department of University
Affairs, in conjunction with the Committee of
Presidents of the Universities of Ontario (CPUO,
which in 1971 became the Council of Ontario
Universities - COU), established a Commission to
study the development of Graduate Studies in the
fourteen provincially-supported Ontario Universities (Brock, Carleton, Guelph, Lakehead, Laurentian, McMaster, Ottawa, Queen’s, Trent, Toronto, Waterloo, Western Ontario, Windsor and
York). The sponsoring bodies were concerned
with the rapid growth of graduate programs at the
newer universities and the funding implications of
such growth, particularly with respect to the academic quality of programs and the library resources that would be required. The Commission’s Report (the ‘Spinks Report’ - Spinks, 1966)
was released in November, 1966.

Since the establishment of COU and OCGS, two
additional institutions have been added to the
fourteen government-supported universities that
existed in 1967. In 1973 Waterloo Lutheran University dropped its religious control and became
supported by the Provincial Government. It also
changed its name to Wilfrid Laurier University.
Ryerson Technical Institute received a University
charter in 1993, becoming Ryerson University.
The IUTS came into service in September, 1967.
A fleet of four station-wagons picked up and delivered library materials from each university in
southern Ontario on a daily basis and delivered
these materials that day or the next. The centre
for collecting and despatching the materials was
at the York University mailroom because of its
central position and closeness to highway 401.
Faculty and graduate students could also be carried to other universities along each route if space
permitted. Three routes were set up: (1) YorkOttawa-Kingston-Peterborough-York, (2) YorkGuelph-Waterloo-Hamilton-St. CatharinesToronto-York and (3) York-Windsor-LondonYork. The round trip for routes 2 and 3 could be
completed in one day, but route 1, because of its
length, required two days. Therefore, two station
-wagons were assigned to that route, alternating
in each direction. In Ottawa, the IUTS also connected with the national libraries, the National
Research Council and PEBUQUILL (Prèt entre
bibliothèques des universités du Québec), a similar system operating in Quebec.

Prior to its official release, the Spinks Report was
made available to CPUO and through that body
to the Graduate Deans in the Ontario Universities. A meeting of the Graduate Deans plus representatives of the Universities that did not yet
have such Deans (Brock, Lakehead and Laurentian) was held in October, 1967 to discuss the
Report. This group (which later became the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies - OCGS) made
recommendations to COU prior to the report’s
official release. The report’s major recommendation, that the Ontario Universities join together to
form a University of Ontario, was unanimously
rejected. To deal with concerns about the cost
and availability of library resources, OCGS recommended that a fast and safe method for the
movement of library materials between the On53

Because of mail strikes and lock-outs in the
late1960s and early 1970s and threats of future
strikes, COU decided that the IUTS system
should also carry first-class mail between the universities. Initially, mail items for the IUTS had
‘’IUTS’’ hand-written on the front of each of the
envelopes, which were then sorted and bundled
in the university mailroom as to destination.
These bundles were then either dropped off at
their destination if it was further long the route,
or left at the York mailroom for delivery the
next day. When the mail strike ended, the IUTS
continued to carry first-class mail. At no time
did the IUTS carry mail to or from the northern
universities (Lakehead and Laurentian)

designed coloured, gummed labels that could be
attached to envelopes to identify IUTS covers.
These have been partially described and listed in
two catalogues of Canadian cinderella stamps
(Covert, 1992; Lafrenière, 2015).
The first systematic analysis of the IUTS of
which we are aware was by James Hunt of the
Physics Department at the University of Guelph
in 1979-80. The notes from his analysis were
used for a talk by Hunt to the Guelph Stamp
Club and his analysis provided a base for the
current study (a copy of Hunt’s notes is available
at the Harry Sutherland Library).
In November 2015, following a talk on the
IUTS by Owen White, from the University of
Waterloo’s Engineering Department, to the Philatelic Specialist Society of Canada (PSSC), a
Study Group was set up to examine further and
describe the use of the IUTS for delivery of inter
-university mail. The IUTS Study Group has
been meeting regularly since that time and has
published two papers briefly describing the mail
labels and adding some new items to those listed
by Covert and Lafrenière (Foot, et al, 2016; Foot
& Millman, 2016). A third paper (Foot et al, in
preparation) describes the IUTS rubber-stamp
identifiers.

The IUTS system was operated by the York University mailroom and overseen by COU from its
start in 1967 until the mid 1980s when the station-wagons were retired and delivery of the
IUTS items was taken over by courier companies. By 2009 it had become more economical
for a single courier company to handle the whole
operation and a contract was arranged with
Canpar Courier Co. to operate the IUTS on behalf of COU. Today, IUTS serves the sixteen
original universities plus four addition ones
(Algoma, Nipissing, RMC, OCAD - the Ontario
College of Art & Design) and two Ontario university-related groups - COU and OUAC (the
Ontario University Application Centre).

The IUTS labels, described briefly in the two
earlier papers, are analysed more fully here. The
data on which this analysis is based is derived
from a database that lists details of the labels and
their use on 576 covers which passed through
the IUTS from 1973 to 2018. The database also
includes information from a number of individual labels and complete sheets of labels made
available to us by a number of philatelists.

Initially IUTS mail was identified by writing
‘’IUTS’’ on each item, but when it became clear
that the IUTS mail service would continue, other, more convenient, methods of identifying the
items started to be introduced. Several university departments prepared rubber handstamps
with a range of designs and lettering (e.g.
‘’IUTS’’ or ‘’INTER-UNIVERITY TRANSIT
SYSTEM’’). At the same time, some universities
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Analysis

separations of individual labels. Within single
printing runs, small changes in the printing inks
and their application can make such distinctions
problematic. Without additional evidence for a
different label type, we have not relied on colour
shade or band position to distinguish label types.
(see discussion of this point under Toronto’s type
-B labels).

Ten universities used labels to identify IUTS mail
and we have identified twenty-four distinguishable types. These are illustrated in Plate 1 and
their characteristics are listed in Table 1. There is
considerable variation in colour shade and intensity within a single label type and also variability in
the exact positioning of the colour bands and the

Figure 1. The 25 varieties of labels arranged by type, then by university within each type.
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Ba

Bb

1t

roul_(9 1/2)

1p
1q

perf (12)
roul_(9 1/2)

orange red

A3
red

1o

roul (12 1/2)

orange red

A3

A

1n

roul (9 1/2)

orange red

1x

1m

1w

1v

A2

imperf

imperf

dull red

violet

D3

imperf

D1

violet

D2

1l

perf (12)

roul (9 1/2)

violet

A

1k

roul (~8x9)

dull red

violet

A

1j

A

purple

A

roul (6 1/2)

1h

roul (9 1/2)

dark bister

A

1g

roul (9 1/2)

A

bister

orange-yellow

A

1f

gold

A
roul (5 1/2)

1r

perf (12)

dark blue

1e

1r

perf (12)

blue

roul (5 1/2)

1i

1d

imperf

imperf

1u

1s

roul (11 1/2)
imperf

1c

roul (9 1/2)

1b

1a

Plate#

5

12

19

48

33

15

20

7

37

47

56

29

23

11

20

47

28

3

2

1

22

38

22

10

21

#s*

Dec 1992

Nov 1989

Mar 1982

Jul 1976

Jul 1985

Mar 1982

Dec 1989

_--- 1986

--- 2018

May 1989

May 1989

Apr 1982

--- 1978

Feb 1999

Aug 2005

Mar 1984

Feb 1992

--- 1997

--- 1997

Nov 1992

Sept 1985

------

--- 1993

Nov 1990

Nov 1982

Jan 1983

Jan 1983

Last Date

Jul 1974

Nov 1976

Sep 1979

Aug 1982

Apr 1982

May 1987

Aug 1981

Nov 1982

Mar 1982

-----

Oct 1988

Dec 1981

Dec 1975

Jan 1983

Feb 1975

1st Date

IU 8

IU 8

IU1

IU 5c

IU 5

IU 6

IU 4

IU 4

---

---

IU 30

IU 30

----

IU28

IU25

IU3

IU2

IU1

Cov#*

T1a

T

T-

T1

T2a

T1f

T1f

T1

T1

T1

T1

T1d

T3b

T3b

T1b

T1

T4

T4

T1c

T1

T1e

Lafr#*

IUTS 14

IUTS 13c

IUTS 13b

IUTS 13a

8

5

4

1

2

IUTS 12

4

IUTS 10b

5

7

IUTS 10a

IUTS 11

2

1

1

3

3

6

4

1

3

9

10

10

3

2

IUTS 9c

IUTS 9b

IUTS 9a

IUTS 8d

IUTS 8c

IUTS 8b

IUTS 8a

IUTS 7b

IUTS 7a

IUTS 6

IUTS 5

IUTS 4

IUTS 3b

IUTS 3a

3

6

IUTS 1b
IUTS 2

3

RF*

IUTS 1a

StGp#*

* ''#s'' = number of covers; ''Cov'' = Covert, 1992; ''Lafr'' = Lafrenière, 2015; ''StGp'' = proposed Study Gp number; ''RF'' = tentative rarity factor

York (YOR)

Windsor (WIN)

Wilfrid Laurier (WLU)

Western Ont. (UWO)

Waterloo (WAT)

blue

A

Toronto (TOR)

red on gold

A

Queen's (QUN)_

blue-green

lilac

C

D1

rose

C

Ryerson (RYE)

maroon

A

roul_(9x7)

dark carmine

A

Ottawa (OTT)

roul (9 1/2)

cerise

A

Separation

Guelph (GUE)

Colour

Type

University

TABLE 1: IUTS Labels, Description, Numbers, Usage, Catalogue Listings & Rarity Factors

0 dates, hyphen space
0 dates, hyphen space
1 date

5 Dates

2 dates

8 dates

8 dates

1 date

25 dates

25 dates

12 dates

12 dates

5 dates

4 dates

8 dates

3 dates

10 dates

0 dates

0 dates

0 dates

9 dates

7 dates

7 dates

1 date

10 dates

COMMENTS

Four basic label formats exist:

mid to late 1980s, much later than the other
types. They are rectangular (3.7x2.5 cm) with
rounded corners, self-adhesive and imperforate.
They were used by only three universities: Western Ontario, Wilfrid Laurier and Ryerson. The
colour bands used in labels at Western Ontario
are of two types (D2 and D3 - Fig.1:v and w),
differing from those used at Ryerson and Wilfrid
Laurier (type-D1 - Fig. 1:u and x).

Format A: Each label is about 3.5 cm square
and is either rouletted or perforated, with wide
bands of colour at the top and bottom of the
label (Fig. 1: a-q). ‘’INTER-UNIVERSITY
TRANSIT SYSTEM’’ is printed in the space
between the colour bands. The colour of the
bands differs according to the university. These
labels, with minor variations, were used by nine
of the universities (all but Ryerson). In all typeA labels, except for type-A2 from the University
of Windsor (Fig 1:n), the labels are 3.4 to 3.5 cm
on each side and the upper line of the lettering
(INTER-UNIVERSITY TRANSIT SYSTEM)
is 2.8 to 2.9 cm long with no spaces on either
side of the hyphen (Fig.1:a-m, q). The labels
from the University of Windsor, however, differ
from the others in two distinct ways (see
‘University of Windsor’ below and Fig.1:n-p).

The following paragraphs describe the specific
labels used by each of the ten universities:
University of Guelph: (2 types)
Guelph used type-A labels with two distinct colours: cerise and dark carmine (Fig. 1:a and b),
which resulted from two different printings.
The labels were rouletted and, like most of the
type-A labels, printed in square sheets of 16
(4x4).
University of Ottawa: (3 types)

Format B: Type-B labels are similar to type-A
labels but smaller (2.5x2.5 cm) (Fig1:r). They are
perforated (12x12) and the central lettering is a
large ‘IUTS’. They are blue in colour and were
used only at the University of Toronto. Two
examples are shown in Fig.1:r. The left-hand
example is a dull blue whereas the right-hand
one is darker and brighter. In both cases the
vertical size of the labels and the height of the
central white band are the same, but the overall
vertical position varies relative to the top and
bottom edge of the label, resulting in in a range
of different upper and lower colour-band
heights.

Ottawa used two types of labels: type A in maroon (Plate 1c) and type C in two colours: rose
(Fig.1:s) and lilac (Fig.1:t). Type-A labels were
printed in the usual 16 (4x4) format and rouletted.
Type-C labels, which were only used at the University of Ottawa, were printed in larger sheets
of 96 (8x12). They were designed by Mario Boyer in 1979 and printed by Le Droit Press
(Ottawa. The lettering (UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA/UNIVERSITÉ D’OTTAWA) has the
two languages normally required for regular
postage stamps. The English lettering below the
colour band is in italics, whereas the French lettering above the colour band is normal. The
rose labels are perforated; the lilac ones are rouletted.

Format C: Type-C labels are rectangular
(4.5x1.9 cm) and are either rose (perforated) or
lilac (rouletted). They were only used at the University of Ottawa (Fig. 1: s and t).
Format D: Type-D labels came into use in the
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Queen’s University: (1 type)

University of Waterloo: (4 types)

Queen’s used only type-A labels with red bands
on a gold background, which gives them a
unique appearance (Fig. 1:d). They are imperforate. Only two examples were found, both on
large covers.

Waterloo was one of the first universities to use
labels. It had type-A labels in four distinct
shades of yellow (gold, orange-yellow, bister and
dark bister), apparently from four different printings. In all case the lettering on the labels was in
black (Fig. 1:e-h). These were the only labels in
which the colour of the lettering differed from
that of the colour bands. We have several complete sheets of 48 (6x8) for each shade, that came
from Owen White’s collection.

Ryerson University: (1 type)

Ryerson became a university in 1993 and only
used type-D1 self-adhesive labels in blue-green.
Probably only a few were used. We found only a
single example and it was on a large cover (Fig.
1:u).

University of Western Ontario: (5 types)
Western University had the greatest number of
IUTS covers of any university in our study and
the greatest number of types (5). All labels were
purple or dark violet. Three types were type A.
One was reddish purple and rouletted (Fig. 1:j);
the second type was similar but dark violet (Fig.
1:k) and the third was also dark violet, but perforated (12x12).

University of Toronto: 2 types)
Nearly all of the Toronto labels in our study are
type B, a smaller version of the A-type. They are
blue and perforated 12x12, with “IUTS” printed
in large letters at the centre (Fig.1:r). We were
able to easily separate the labels available to us
into two distinct colour groups: one, a dull blue
(type-Ba) and the other darker and brighter (type
-Bb). The ability to separate these labels into
two quite distinct groups suggests that there may
be two types, probably resulting from two printings with slightly different inks. But we have no
direct evidence for this. The two types are listed
in Table 1 and shown in Fig. 1:r. Type-Ba appears to have been introduced first (March,
1982) with type-Bb a little later (November,
1982).

The final two Western Ontario types were selfadhesive, dark violet and imperforate. Unlike the
similar self-adhesive labels from Ryerson and
Wilfrid Laurier (type D1), the colour bands did
not extend fully to the top or bottom of the labels. Furthermore, the lengths of the colour
bands differed, giving two separate varieties of
these type-D labels. In one case (D2 - Fig. 1:v)
the colour bands stretched the full width of the
label (3.7 cm), whereas in the other (D3 - Fig.
1:w), the bands were shorter (3.5 cm), leaving a
white gap at either end of the band.

The other Toronto variety is type A. It is also
blue, but imperforate and on a glossy paper (Fig.
1:i). Only three examples of this type were
found, all from the Department of Physics, and
they probably predate the introduction of type-B
labels. It is possible that these labels are proofs
or essays but we lack clear evidence for this.

Wilfrid Laurier University: (2 types)
Wilfrid Laurier had two types, both of which are
dull red. One is type A, rouletted and similar to
the Guelph types (Fig. 1:m). The second type is
self-adhesive and imperforate (type D1 - Fig.
1:x).
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University of Windsor: (3 types)

ern (perforated) were delivered in sheets of 16 (4
x 4, in 13.9 cm-square sheets). Sheets from Waterloo are in a larger format (6 x 8 labels on a
letter-sized page) and Windsor type-A3
(rouletted) is probably similar. We have not seen
any complete sheets from Western (rouletted),
Windsor or York and therefore cannot directly
determine their format.

Windsor had three different type-A labels, all in
an orange-red shade. One (type-A2 - Fig. 1:n) is
similar to the usual type-A label, rouletted but
taller (3.8 cm) than the usual type-A. Also, the
lettering is taller and closer with the upper line
only about 2.5 cm long. The other variety (typeA3) is the same size as other type-A labels (e.g.
Guelph), but has a space between the hyphen
and the letters on either side of it. It is found
either rouletted (Fig. 1:o) or perforated (Fig.
1:p). We found a partial sheet of 26 type-A2
labels with a minimum vertical number of 6 and
horizontal number of 5. Clearly, these labels
were not printed in the usual 4x4 format, but
were probably printed, like the Waterloo ones, in
a 6x8 format. The analysis below (‘Label
Sheets’) seems to confirm that both rouletted
varieties came in sheets of 48 (6x8) labels. For
the perforated variety the sample size was too
small to make a conclusion, although the initial
numbers suggest a 16 (4x4) sheet.

Type-B labels were also printed in sheets of 16
(4 x 4, on 10.2 cm square pages), smaller than
the type-A sheets because of the smaller labels.
We have seen only a single type-B sheet from
Toronto.
Type-C sheets were printed in sheets of 8 x 12
labels with an overall sheet size of 35.7 x 21.4
cm. We have seen several of both rose and lilac
type-C sheets.
We have only one complete sheet of type-D labels, from Wilfrid Laurier. These labels are imperforate and self-adhesive. We believe that all
type-D labels were printed on commerciallyavailable sheets of 50 labels (5 x 10 labels on
19.9 cm x 28.7cm pages) similar to the Wilfrid
Laurier D1 labels.

York University: (1 type)
York labels are the usual type-A, bright red and
rouletted. They tend to be slightly shorter than
the normal type-As (3.4 cm - Fig. 1:q). They can
be difficult to distinguish from those of Guelph
(cerise - Fig. 1:a) and Wilfrid Laurier (dull red Fig. 1:m). Sheet size could be 16 (4x4) but the
data are too few to confirm this.

Because we had no complete sheets for the other labels, we attempted to determine their sheet
sizes by noting the number and position of
straight edges on individual labels. For a 16 (4 x
4) format, one would expect a straight-edge ratio
of 4:8:4 for 0, 1 and 2 straight edges per label,
whereas for a 48(6x8) sheet one would expect
the ratio to be 24:20:4 (see Table 2, bottom).

Label Sheets:
We have complete sheets of labels from the Universities of Guelph, Ottawa, Toronto, Waterloo
and Western Ontario. The sheets are in three
formats: 16 labels (4x4), 48 label (6x8) and 96
labels (8x12). All are either perforated or rouletted with no selvage; i.e. labels on the edges all
have one or two straight edges (SEs).

Straight-edge counts for the type-A labels from
Guelph, Ottawa, Toronto and Western
(perforated) sheets, which we know to be 16
(4x4) gave us a sense of the variability to be expected in the ratios. We observed substantial
variation but all were consistent with a 4:8:4 ratio, considering the small samples involved

Type-A sheets from Guelph, Ottawa and West59

TABLE 2: Labels With Straight Edges (SE)
Tallied from all labels: on cover, single and from smaller partial sheets.
Number of complete sheets of each variety under ''Sheets'' column.
University

Sheets

0 SEs

1 SE

2 SEs

Ratio (%)

A-cerise

10 (4x4)

19

21

5

42:47:11

A-dark carmine
All Guelph

3 (4x4)
13_(4x4)

7
26

5
26

4
9

44:31:25
43:43:14

A-maroon

25 (4x4)

11

29

3

21:72:03

C-rose

4 (8x12)

99

45

5

67:30:03

C-lilac

3 (8x12)

55

21

2

70:21:03

Both type-C Ottawa

7 (8x12)_

154

66

7

68:29:03

Toronto

B-blue+dark
blue___________

1_(4x4)_

28

35

24

32:40:28

Waterloo

A-gold

2 (6x8)

103

98

16

47:45:08

A-orange-yellow

3 (6x8)

59

50

9

50:42:08

A-bister

4 (6x8)

58

57

9

47:46:07

A-dark bister

7 (6x8)

12

15

3

_40:50:10_

All Waterloo

16_(6x8)_

232

220

37

47:45:08

A-purple

3

28

13

07:64:29

A-violet, roul

9

21

9

23:54:23

Guelph

Ottawa

Western Ont.

Windsor

Type/Colour

A-violet, perf

3_(4x4)__

14

20

17

28:39:33

All Western Ont.

3_(4x4)__

26

69

39

19:52:39

8

11

1

40:45:05

35

35

6

46:46:08

A1-orange-red
A2-orange-red

1 part sheet

A3-orange-red

_3

_7

3

23:54:23

All Windsor

_________

46

53

10

42:49;09

Wilfrid Laurier

A-dull red

_________

2

12

2

13:74:13

York

A-bright
red________

_________

1

4

2

14:57:29

PREDICTED NUMBERS AND RATIOS:

Sheet of 16 - 4x4: Type A

1 sheet

4

8

4

25%:50%:25%

Sheet of 48 - 6x8: Type A

1 sheet

24

20

4

50%:42%:8%

Sheet of 96 - 8x12: Type C

1 sheet

60

32

4

62%:34%:4%

60

(Table 2). Similar results were found for 48
(6x8) and 96 (8x12) sheets (see Table 2 Waterloo
and Ottawa type-C, respectively).

by most other universities. But the printing on
these labels was only in English. To correct this
failing, Ottawa (a bilingual University) had new
labels designed that had the printing in both
French and English. A completely new design
was used which was rectangular in shape
(4.5x1.6 cm) with the lettering above and below
a central colour band with a building at its centre (Fig. 1:s and t). The English lettering is in
italics whereas the French lettering is not. The
labels were designed by Mario Boyer and approved on Feb. 9, 1979 (Fig 2a). They were
printed by Le Droit Press in Ottawa. The first
printing of five hundred, in rose colour and perforated, was completed in April, 1979 and a second printing of one thousand in April, 1981
(Fig. 1:s).

Ratios for Western rouletted type-A labels were
very consistent with the 1:2:1 ratio for a 16 (4x4)
label sheet and we can confidently conclude that
all type-A Western labels came in 16-label
sheets. On the other hand, the Windsor rouletted labels clearly match the ratio for 48 (6x8)
label sheets. The numbers for the perforated
labels were too small for us to draw a conclusion
but we can tentatively suggest that these may
have come in sheets of 16 (4x4).
In the cases of type-A Wilfrid Laurier and York
labels, the numbers suggest a sheets size of 16
(4x4), but such a conclusion has to be tentative
because the numbers are so small.

A second type, with the same design but in lilac
and rouletted, was produced, in the mid 1980s
(Fig. 1:t). Two covers in our database have lilac
labels that appear to be proofs or essays. One is
a large envelope with a C-type lilac label from
The Association for Canadian Studies in Ottawa
to J. L. Hunt. It is imperforate and its edges
extend far beyond the normal label boundaries
(7.2x2.6 cm, as compared to 4.5x1.9 cm for the
normal labels - Fig. 2:b). The lettering is similar
in size to normal labels, but relative to the central colour band, it and the outline of the building are much darker, looking almost black. The
second cover is from the Centre for University
Teaching at the University of Ottawa and sent
to the Department of French at McMaster. This
label is the same size and colour of the normal
type-C label and is rouletted (but 8x8, compared
to 9 ½x9 ½ in normal labels). Also, the central
colour band is more than 1 mm narrower than
in the normal labels and the lettering is taller by
about 0.2 mm. It seems likely that these labels
are essays or proofs.

Label Design and Production
We found only limited information about the
design and preparation of these labels. What
information we fond was in the notes from
James Hunt (repeated in the Covert and
Lafrenière publications).
The type-A labels were the first to be used. Waterloo and Western were probably the first universities to use them, with Guelph and Ottawa
following shortly after. Guelph labels were
printed by Western University. Toronto did not
start using labels to any great extent until 1981
when the type-B labels were introduced. In
1979, Ottawa introduced its distinctive type-C
label. Finally, in the mid-1980s, the selfadhesive, type-D labels were introduced at
Western, Wilfrid Laurier and (later) Ryerson.

We have more information about the background of the type-C labels used by Ottawa than
any of the other types. Until 1979, Ottawa had
used maroon, type-A labels similar to those used
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Figure 2. IUTS Labels: Proofs and Essays
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Rarity Factors (tentative)

would not have been possible without you! One
surprising observation is that something like
70% of the database entries come from individuals associated with Science and Engineering Departments, with a particularly strong representation from Physics Departments (47% of items in
the database were collected by only three physicists!). This is clearly not representative of the
departmental distribution in any university, and
what it says about philatelists and physicists is
intriguing but beyond the scope of this paper.
What is of concern, however, is the bias of our
data. Whether a more representative sampling of
use of the IUTS system, and particularly the use
and collection of label-related items, would show
a different distribution of label use is impossible
to tell at this point. A more detailed study of our
data, selecting a better balance of disciplines,
might shed some light on this problem and it will
be discussed further in a paper describing the
complete database, which will include data on
the usage of handwritten, rubber-stamp and other indicators on the covers (Millman, in preparation).

The numbers of each label type vary from 1 to
over 50. Some universities used several types,
five in the case of Western Ontario. We considered assigning rarity factors to the label type
though any such factors would have to be tentative, especially considering the biased distribution of our data (see the second paragraph in
‘Conclusion’). We have, however, made an attempt at assigning rarity factors to the identified
types. In Table 1, the second-last column shows
the results from using a continuous scale of one
to ten, with ‘ten’ indicating one or two copies
found and ‘one’ indicating forty or more.
Conclusions
In this study, we have examined almost 600 covers with IUTS labels attached, several with
more than one label, as well as 65 complete
sheets of labels, 11 part-sheets and many single
labels, for a total of more than 3,200 labels. The
data from which these numbers were derived, is
in a database compiled from all the IUTS covers,
sheets and individual labels that we have located
over the last four years. The labels fall into four
major formats and twenty-four distinct types,
associated with ten of the sixteen provinciallysupported universities in Ontario. To the best of
our knowledge, we have tapped into all the major holdings and accumulations of these items.
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THE TORONTO POST OFFICE THAT DIDN’T EXIST
by Garfield Portch, FRPSC
Toronto’s Union Railway Station located on the
south side of Front Street between York and Bay
Streets is the third station to bear that name. It
was opened by Edward, the Prince of Wales, and
his brother Prince George during the Royal Visit
of 1927. Other significant events on that tour
included the opening of the Princes’ Gate at the
Exhibition Grounds and the dedication of the
Peace Bridge across the Niagara River.

service in Toronto I learned that the first satellite
post offices were opened in 1880 with several
small service offices opening between 1885 and
1897. During the necessary research with respect
to opening dates of these offices I discovered a
Post Card bearing a large circular date stamp
UNION RWY STATION / TORONTO
CANADA dated July 6, 1881 (fig 1). Postal records indicate that there was no post office in Union Station before the opening of the new station in 1927.

While preparing a philatelic exhibit of Toronto
Postal History and the expansion of the postal

Figure 1. July 6, 1881, UNION RWY STATION / TORONTO CANADA
to Douglas, Ont with large circular date stamp
How could a piece of mail be processed 46 years
prior to the opening of the post office? Could
this have been an error in the date stamp? Not
likely as the correspondence on the card was dated 1881 and the card itself is typical of the date.
What is the story here?In the search for a plausible answer I discovered two additional pieces.

The first was dated April 20, 1882 using a duplex
hammer (fig 2) while the second, dated March
28, 1884, used a small circular date stamp and a
‘cork’ obliterator (fig 3). It was interesting to
note that each of the three pieces was an afternoon (PM) mailing.
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Figure2. April 20, 1882, UNION RWY STA / TORONTO to Peterborough
- with Berri Duplex hand stamp

Figure 3. March 28, 1884, UNION RWY STA / TORONTO to Whitby
- with small circular date stamp and ‘cork’ obliterator
Facts Discovered During the Research

A report to Parliament (Sessional Paper 34) on
April 27, 1860 presents the contract between the
Post Office and the Grand Trunk Railway in
which two paragraphs are important to this
study. Paragraph 2 specifies a night train each
way between Montreal and Toronto daily
(except Sunday) and Paragraph 7 states “A convenient room to be provided at the Montreal and Toronto
stations for the accommodation of an officer of the Post
Office to be stationed at each of these points”.

Although the first ‘mail-by-rail’ service from Toronto was in October 18561, the first Grand
Trunk railway station was not opened until June
21, 1858 and was known as the ‘New Station’2.
The Postmaster General’s 1864 Report to Parliament indicates that, in 1863, a contract was let to
Mr. J. Martin to transport the mail from the post
office to the railway station using a two-horse
vehicle on an ‘as required’ basis. The contract
appears to be ongoing.
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Figure 4. The only known photo of the first Union Station
Credit: Toronto’s Railway Heritage by Derek Boles

Figure 5. Grand Trunk Railway Mail Train
Credit: 150 Years of Postal Service, page 18
A new railway station named Union Station
was opened by the Grand Trunk Railway in
1873 which, by coincidence, was also the

opening of Toronto’s 8th post office located on
Adelaide Street at the head of Toronto Street.

Figure 6. The new Union Station built in 1873 at the southwest corner of Front and York Streets
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Figure 7. Toronto’s 8th Post Office on Adelaide Street opposite Victoria Street
Proof dates for the first two hammers used on
my covers3 are August 9, 1879 AM and January

2, 1882 AM.

Figure 8. Proof strike of large circular date
stamp

Figure 9. Proof strike of Berri Duplex hand
stamp

A news column in the Globe & Mail4 dated January 14, 1883 entitled INCONVENIENT
MAILS discussed the request of the Board of
Trade to Toronto’s Postmaster, Thomas Patteson, that a mailbox be installed at Union Station to accommodate businesses whose 6 p.m.
closing was too late for mailing to Montreal as

the mail bag was sealed at about 5:30 p.m. In
addition to delaying the closing of the bag by 15
minutes it was also agreed to establish a
‘receiving room’ at Union Station where late mail
could be deposited up to the train departure
time.
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Figure 10. Toronto Postmaster T.C. Patteson
The Postmaster General’s Annual Reports to
Parliament between 1856 and 1885 do not indicate any payroll expense for staffing at the railway stations at either Toronto or Montreal. This
is significant because even the most minute expense incurred in handling the mail was recorded in those reports.

letters as a favour (almost like a WAY LETTER)
and then sent them, with the wagon driver, back
to the post office for processing. Some of those
letters would have been processed and returned
to Union Station in the closed bag. I also believe
that, late in 1879, the Postmaster, Thomas Patteson, provided a handstamp to the platform
clerk in order that mail destined for the train did
not need to be sent to Adelaide Street for processing.

Conclusions

It is my belief that the room at Union Station as
specified in the 1869 contract was always in
place as an informal agreement with the Toronto
Post Office. I also believe that the Toronto
Postmaster simply designated Union Station as
the workplace for a clerk who would guarantee
the security of the mail that was awaiting shipment as it would have contained Money Letters
and Registered Mail both of which require a
‘chain of custody’.

I therefore conclude that even though three specific handstamps were created and used, Union
Station was not a post office, but it was a critically important extension of the Toronto Post
Office.
While I have not yet been able to prove anything
beyond doubt, I believe that my conclusion will
survive scrutiny and would be delighted to hear
from anyone having information to continue the
research.

I further suspect that, early in the period prior to
1879, the clerk on duty at the station accepted
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ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON: THE 1886 LOCAL, PRIMITIVE, 'PD' STAMPS
by James R. Taylor, FRPSL, FRPSC
Introduction

tion of 5, 10, or 15 (centimes). The letters PD
stand for Payée à Destination (paid to destination).
Despite the local postal validity of the set, the
Scott stamp catalogue recognizes the stamps as
St. Pierre & Miquelon major numbers 12, 13,
and 14.

The Post Office, at the isolated French North
American island Colony of St. Pierre and Miquelon, was normally supplied with postage stamps
by the French Colonial Office in Paris in 1886.
The current stamp issue in metropolitan France
in 1886 was the Sage design with perforations,
named after the designer Jules-Auguste Sage.
The Colonial Office supplied the individual colonies, including St. Pierre, with imperforate versions of the same Sage stamps to differentiate
the issues from the current stamps of France.
During 1885, the supply ship from France with
fresh stamp supplies for St. Pierre was late, or
perhaps subject to bureaucratic delays (Taylor,
1998).

The Circumstances of the Issue
Barr’s (1936) account of this provisional issue of
1886 primitives is based on the official decrees
supplied by Robert B. Steven, a local philatelist,
a resident of St. Pierre in the 1930s, and from
dated examples from Steven’s personal collection. The set, of three stamps, was authorized by
the decree published in the Journal Officiel dated
January 22nd, 1886, referring to a decision of January 5th. The decree reads [English Translation]:
“Until receipt of a supply of stamps from
France, all letters for the interior of the colony
will be prepaid at the counter of the post office
using the ‘PD’ stamp.” Stone (1972) indicates
that the stamps were introduced on February
11th, 1886. Tillard (2013) shows a 5c on piece
dated February 11th, the first day.

Several heavily used imperforate, Sage design,
low value, stamps were in short supply at the
main Post Office and were quickly sold out. Surcharges on higher Sage values were applied to
alleviate the shortages (Stone, 1972; Tillard et al.,
2006). Eventually, supplies of the surcharged
stamps were exhausted, and even many of the
higher value Sage issues, used to create lower
value surcharges, were out of Post Office stock.
This, added to the unanticipated local speculation in the surcharges, resulting in a severe shortage (Tillard, 2019).

Numbers Issued
The primitive provisional stamps were printed in
small numbers. Robert B. Steven estimated that
only about 800 to 1000 primitives were printed
(cited by Barr, 1936). Stone (1972), based on the
frequency of auction sales, estimates that 500 to
1000 of each stamp were issued. Malvaux (1985)
states, from archival evidence that the remainders of the stamps were burned on March 30,
1885, and that quantities issued were 289 of the
‘5’, 257 of the ‘10’ and 773 of the ‘15’. Tillard
(2019) quotes larger numbers destroyed for the 5
and 10 values. Stone (1985), based on Malveaux's conclusions, believes that many unexpertised copies offered at auction are forgeries,
imitations, or fakes.

The lack of postage stamps at St. Pierre became
intolerable in January 1886. As an emergency
measure, rather crude-appearing, primitive
stamps, imperforate, ungummed, and without
the colony’s name or initials, were typographed
at St. Pierre for use within the colony (Figure
1A). Without a country name or indication as to
the territory of origin, the stamps had no franking status on international mail, according to
Universal Postal Union rules. The stamps, in an
initial printing, were simple numerical figures of
value in black ink on small squares of white
wove yellowish paper. The design has the initials
‘PD’ with a horizontal bar above the denomina70

Sale and Usage

ples, blocks or unused copies are recorded. A
strip of three of the 5c on piece was part of the
Ferrary collection (Stone, 1982). A pair of the
15c on piece is in the Tillard (2013) collection.

To prevent speculation and discourage forgers,
the stamps were not sold directly to the public. A
postal patron had to hand his letter along with
payment to a postal clerk who placed it in an envelope with a provisional stamp affixed (King,
1901). The stamps were for internal and interisland postage only within the colony. Tillard
(1996) lists the interior letter, postcard, invoice,
and printed matter rates in effect from January 1,
1876, to March 15, 1887. The 10 grams and 10gram increments were charged as follows: St.
Pierre local delivery 5 centimes; St. Pierre by
boat to Ile Aux Chiens (re-named Ile aux Marins
in the 1930s) 10 centimes; St. Pierre by boat to
Miquelon or Langlade 15 centimes. No multi-

Varieties
The earlier printing has a yellowish, smooth,
white paper (Figure 1A). Tillard (2019) reports a
variety on all three values of a different grayish
paper that suggests a second, later printing. The
grey porous white paper set that I have identified
my collection is Figure 1B. Both sets illustrated
(Figures 1A and 1B) are with expert signatures or
certificates. Tillard also reports a variety where a
miss cut stamp places the denomination above
the “PD”. Unused examples of the primitives are
not genuine.

Figure 1: The issued stamps on piece. The stamps were affixed to envelopes and cancelled by the postal clerk and are only known cancelled. 1A (upper left) Scott
12-14 yellowish smooth white paper, scarce blue cancels with early St. Pierre
date; 1B (upper right) Scott 12-14 grayish porous white paper, black cancels
with late ‘St. Pierre’ date;1C (lower centre) Scott 13 grayish porous white paper, black cancel with late ‘Miquelon’ date. Outer island cancels are rare.
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Detection of Forgeries
The stamps, from the original printing, are
described by Stone (1985) with the following characteristics: “Uneven grayish-black
impression: a yellowish-white paper, 11
mm from the extreme left of the ‘P’ to the
extreme right of the ‘D,’ 3 mm between
the ‘P’ and ‘D”, 5.5 mm between the letters and the value.”
“The stamps are commonly cancelled with
black ink, although blue ink was sometimes used. The obliteration always shows
the letters of the month in sloping letters
with a rosette of dots in the circle at the
foot. This cancellation is almost always
‘Saint-Pierre et Miquelon’. However, the
mark ‘Saint-Pierre-Miquelon’ may very
rarely be found with the month in sloping
letters.” Originals are rare and are generally found on piece, which is the form preferred by collectors at the time. Dates of
proper postmarks are bunched around
February 11-12 and February 25-26, the
later dates perhaps a last speculative rush
before the stamps were withdrawn (Stone,
1985). The majority of reported copies are
postmarked at St. Pierre. Postmarks of the
outer islands of Miquelon (Figure 2C),
Langlade are rare. Postmarks of Ile-AuxChiens are extremely rare (Tillard, 2013).
Unattributed articles in Le Postillion (1920)
and the Philatelic Journal of Great Britain
(1920) describe examples of the primitives
with “heavy black impression; grayish paper scarcely yellowish; same measurements
of spacing as the originals and the cancellation ‘St. Pierre-Miquelon’, with the
month in upright letters with the small
five-pointed star at the foot of the circle in
place of a rosette” as uncommon
“reprints.” I tend to agree with Tillard
(2019) that these more likely represent a
later, second printing of the primitives,
done using a different grayish white paper.
Stone (1982) emphasizes that forgeries are
innumerable, and imitations, including
Fournier’s, are not considered dangerous.
Poor forgeries, with forged cancels dated
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“3 AOUT 93”, are commonly offered as
originals by the uninformed on current
internet stamp auction sites. Certificates or
expert signatures from trusted sellers are
recommended.
Covers
Most of the primitive stamps were soaked
off covers or preserved as cutouts on pieces of envelopes. Surviving covers (Figure
2A, B, and C) are scarce and were saved as
philatelic souvenirs with St. Pierre dated
cancels. Covers are addressed for local or
St. Pierre town use with dated cancels.
Most covers are philatelic and addressed
locally in St. Pierre and to speculators such
as A.M. Brehier and others and are sometimes over franked with the 10c and 15c
values. The 5c is the value most commonly found used on cover. Covers
franked with the 10c and 15c are extremely rare. Stone suggests that “perhaps 25
[covers] are in philatelic hands.” Cancellations on the stamps and covers are commonly not well inked, and many are faint
and smudged. Although the labels were
not supposed to be used outside the colony, Stone (1982) reports two covers recorded with 25c franking (10c + 15c) to
France probably sent by collusion with the
Post Office authorities.
Arrival of New Stamp Supplies

A fresh stock of general issue stamps arrived at St. Pierre from France in February
1886. This enabled all stamp requirements
to be met both for interior and exterior
use. Authorization of the provisional
stamps was withdrawn by a decree of February 27th, 1886. Remaining stocks of the
provisional stamps, which may have been
available until March 23rd (Malvaux, 1985;
Stone, 1985), were subsequently recalled
and burned on March 30th. A few cancelled primitives are known cancelled in
March, particularly from Miquelon, that
received supplies in early March. Tillard
(2013) reports a 15c used in St. Pierre on a
piece dated 30th October 1886, the day
that the remainders were officially burned.

Figure 2: Rare covers with blue cancels dated “12 FEVR. 86” the second day of issue
and addressed locally. 2A [Top] Cover Scott 12; 2B [Middle] Cover Scott 13; 2C
[Bottom] Cover Scott 14.
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THE POST OFFICE IN RUGBY, ENGLAND
by Michael Peach
Rugby is a market town in Warwickshire, in the
West Midlands of England. My parents together
with their young son, moved there in January
1939. Although not born in Rugby, I lived in
Rugby until I started studies at Cambridge University, hence my interest in the town.

1). Well known names associated with the school
include Dr. Thomas Arnold the educational reformer, Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, alias Lewis
Carroll, Sir Salman Rushdie, Neville Chamberlain, Archbishop William Temple, to name just a
few.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century Rugby was a small market town, its main claim to
fame was Rugby School for boys, founded in
1567. Rugby football originated there in 1823,
when William Webb Ellis, who with a fine disregard
for the rules of football as played in his time first took the
ball in his arms and ran with it thus originating the distinctive feature of the Rugby game, as seen on the
commemorative plaque on the school close (fig.

The Oxford Canal that provided a link between
the Midlands and London reached Rugby in
1773. The London and Birmingham Railway arrived in 1838, and subsequent developments
made it an important railway junction. The industrial importance increased towards the end of
the 1800s. Heavy engineering companies opened
works, Willans and Robinson in 1899, their main
product being high-speed steam engines to drive

Figure 1: Rugby Football Plaque

electric generators both in power stations and
ships, and the British Thomson-Houston in
1902, known primarily for the production of
electrical systems and steam turbines. The cement works, Rugby Portland Cement, had
opened in 1862. Rugby prospered and the population is now over 70,000 (2011 census).

street, probably in the building with the bay window on the right side (fig. 2), see map (fig. 3).
The gates to Rugby School are seen in the centre. A 1824 folded lettersheet from Rugby to
London has a Rugby 83 dispatch cancellation,
indicating that Rugby was 83 miles from London
(fig. 4). A two ring cancel was used between
1831 and 1839 (fig. 5) and by 1840 it was dated
(fig. 6). In 1850 the office was relocated to the
corner of Chapel Street and Market Place. The
Post Office with a letter box (fig. 7), can be seen

The Post Office has always played an essential
part in the development of the town. An 1850
survey shows that it was at the top of High
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Figure 2: High Street in 1826

Figure 3: Town Centre Map
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Figure 4: Rugby 83 Cancellation

Figure 5: Two ring cancellation
1832-1839

Figure 6: Dated cancellation
12 May 1840

Figure 7: Chapel Street/Market Place Post Office
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between the two lamp posts of the George Hotel, demolished during post-war redevelopments.
The building has been renovated and is now the
Alliance & Leicester, formerly a building society,
becoming a bank in 1997 and now part of the
Santander Group. In 1897 a sorting office, Rugby Station, was built at the bottom of Murray
Road (fig. 8), replacing a temporary structure. It
was enlarged in 1906, and the building has since

been demolished as part of the renovation of the
general area. The VR (Victoria Regina) can easily
be seen over the door and there is a pillar box in
the gate post. The office was only a short distance from the railway station, which had moved
to its present location in July 1885, the glass roof
of which can be seen behind the sorting office.
The roof has now been replaced by modern
“gull wing” roofs.

Figure 8: Sorting Office, Murray Road

The Chapel Street site, in the centre of the town,
was quite small, and in February 1901 the Post
Office moved to Albert Street (fig. 9), to a build-

ing that had previously been a private house
built in 1855, next door to Quigley’s club, presumably a gentlemen’s club. There was a sub-

Figure 9: Albert Street Post Office, early 1900s
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stantial yard here (fig. 10). By the early 1930s, the
facilities in Albert Street had become inadequate,
and custom designed facilities were opened on 5
March 1934 on North Street (fig.11). On entering
the building the post office counters were on the
left, and the telegraph office on the right. The
telephone service was then part of the Post Of-

fice, and a telephone kiosk is seen on the right of
the building. Behind the building there was a substantial hall, serving as a sorting office and all local deliveries originated from here. The entrance
to the yard is between the Post Office and Lennon’s. There was a garage in the yard for the various mail vans. The interior of the public office

Figure 10: Yard at Albert Street Office

Figure11: North Street Post Office
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(fig. 12) was typical of the period, with the clerks
seated behind metal grills. The old sorting office
was probably closed around this time, as the last
documented cancellation of the Rugby Station
Office that I have used here, is 1932. In 1967 a
new sorting office was opened on Mill Road (fig.

13), a continuation of Murray Road on the north
side of the railway station. Although all mail
from Rugby is now sorted in Coventry about 20
Km distant, local deliveries originate at the Mill
Road office.

Figure 12: The counters at North Street

Figure 13: Mill Road Delivery Office
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In 1983 the Post Office moved back to a new
building on its old site in Albert Street (fig. 14),
where it is still located. Quigley’s Club, now a
social club and pub, is again next door. The
North Street site has been redeveloped and is the
location of Barclays Bank.

fice, Rugby Station. Undated triangular cancellations have the telegraph code RY. A selection of
postmarks is shown (fig. 15). In more recent
times there have been special cancellations, particularly for stamps and events associated with
Rugby Football. The 9p value in the 1971 British
Anniversaries series marked the 100th Anniversary of the Rugby Football Union, and a first day
cover with a special cancellation was produced
(fig. 16).

During the Victorian era, Rugby was allocated
the office number 659, which was used at both
the main post office, Rugby, and the sorting of-

Figure 14: Present Albert Street Post Office

Figure 15: Selection of Rugby postmarks
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Figure 16: 1971 First Day Cover

There are several sub-post offices in the town.
We lived in the Bilton area of Rugby, once a village and now incorporated into the town. The
original post office was on the Green (figs. 17
and 18), but for many years it has been on Main
Street, as part of the Newsagents store (figs. 19
and 20). The outlying villages were also served
through the Rugby Post Office, such as Lutter-

worth (fig. 21), where John Wyclilffe who first
translated the Bible from Latin to English, was
Rector 1374-1384. Dunchurch, associated with
the Gunpowder plot when the plotters stayed at
the Lion Inn (now named Guy Fawkes House)
and awaited the arrival of Guy Fawkes, was another adjacent village (fig. 22, 23).

Figure18: Bilton CDS 6 November 1907

Figure 17: Old Bilton Post Office

Figure 19: Current Bilton Post

Figure 20: Bilton CDS 27 February 1999
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Figure 21: Lutterworth CDS 17 May 1928

Figure 23: Dunchurch 1903 CDS

Figure 22: Old Dunchurch Post Office
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STONEY CREEK ONTARIO INKJET ERRORS 2005-2010
by Robert Thorne
Introduction

2002 until 2005 the machine had Sterling printers. We deal with the re-introduction of an Image printer in July 2005 continuing until August
2010.

Modern postal history differs significantly from
earlier studies. Why? Today the system is computerized and as such a keyboard is used to create slogan postmarks rather than using a machine manufactured die which is always constant.

Image machines had two printers each which
could print four lines of text. Most mail processed were number 10 envelopes using heads
one, two and three. If only one line was printed
it showed the machine number plus the date.
Lines 2 and 3 have the slogan text. If only 2
lines, the slogan was on one line in both French
and English. If three lines; English, French and
date each are on different lines.

Stoney Creek (postal code: L8E) processes mail
for the Hamilton-Niagara region since circa
1991. This facility was one of the earliest users
of computerized technology in Canada, in fact
was the first with Video Encoding System (VES)
barcodes on the reverse of envelopes. The only
earlier bars on the back of covers were the first
trials during the 1950’s.

SINGLE LINE INKJET
- No errors seen as there is no text
TWO LINE INKJET
1) Type: Slogan below date:
Slogan: www.ePost.ca/www.Postel.ca
a) no error (Date seen : Sept 1, 2005 )
b) Error:-inverted “e” in both English and
French text (Date: Oct 20, 2005)
Both also seen in 2006

How does one find errors? If you look closely at
a cover, you may find an error, but get a large
quantity of covers from one office and things
can get very complicated. Canada with two official languages can get more complicated than
some countries and when you add keyboards,
strange things happen.
The Errors
Inkjet machine number 96 was first used at
Stoney Creek in 1994 through to 2000. From

No Error

Error: inverted “e” - both English and French
Figure 1: Slogan below date - “www.ePost.ca/www.Postel.ca”
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2) Type: Slogan above date:
Slogan: www.ePost.ca/www.Postel.ca
a) no error (Date seen: Sept 25, 2007 )
b) Error:-inverted “e” in both English and
French text (Date: Aug. 2, 2007,)
Both also appear in 2008, 2009, 2010

No Error (Sept 25, 2007)

Error: inverted “e” - both English and French (Aug. 2, 2007)
Figure 2: Slogan below date - “www.ePost.ca/www.Postel.ca”
3) Type: Slogan below date:
Slogan: canadaPost.ca/Postescanada.ca
a) Error:-inverted “e” in French text (Date:
Aug. 2, 2007,)

Figure 3:- Slogan below date – “canadaPost.ca/Postescanada.ca”
THREE LINE
4) Type: Slogan below date:
Slogan: From anywhere to anyone/ De partout
jusqu’à vous
a) no error (Date seen: July 16, 2005 )
b) Error:-inverted “e” in both English and
French text (Date: Jan 3, 2006,)
Both appear in 2006
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No Error

Error: inverted “e” - both English and French
Figure 4:- Slogan below date – “From anywhere to anyone/ De partout jusqu’à vous”
5.) Type: Slogan above date:
Slogan: From anywhere to anyone/ De partout
jusqu’à vous

b) Error:-inverted “e” in French text (Date:
Oct. 29, 2007)
c) Error:-inverted “e” in English text (Date:
Dec. 4, 2007, 2007)
Both French invert and no error appear 2008,
2009 ,2010

a) No error (Jan. 12,2008

No Error

Error: inverted “e” - French

Error: inverted “e” - English
Figure 5:- Slogan below date – “From anywhere to anyone/ De partout jusqu’à vous”
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6.) Type: Slogan above date:
Slogan: From anywhere to anyone/ De Partout jesqu’à vous (Incorrect French spelling: “e” instead
of “u” in “jusqu’ à”
a) Upright “e” in French text Dec. 1, 2008)
b) Inverted “e”, French only (Dec. 4, 2008

Upright “e” in French text (note wide spacing between first and second line)

Inverted “e” French
Figure 6:- Slogan above date – From anywhere to anyone/ De Partout jesqu’à vous
7.) Type: Slogan below date:
Slogan: Santa HOHOHO Père Noël/
www.ePost.ca/www.Postel.ca
a) No error (Date: Dec. 14, 2005)
b) Inverted “e”, both English and French (Dec. 20, 2008)

No error

Error: Inverted “e”
Figure 7: Slogan below date – Santa HOHOHO Père Noël/ www.ePost.ca/www.Postel.ca
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8.) Type: Slogan above date:
Slogan: Santa HOHOHO Père Noël/
www.ePost.ca/www.Postel.ca
a) No error (Date: Dec. 27, 2007)
b) Inverted “e”, both English and French (Dec. 9, 2007)

no error

Error: Inverted “e” both English and French
Figure 8:- Slogan above date – Santa HOHOHO Père Noël/ www.ePost.ca/www.Postel.ca

9.) Type: Slogan above date:
Slogan: Santa HOHOHO Père Noël/
www.ePost.ca/www.Postel.ca
a) error “yymmdd” (date forgotten) Dec. 27, 2007. Note
wide spacing between slogan lines

Error: “yymmdd” (date forgotten)
Figure 9: Slogan above date – Santa HOHOHO Père Noël/ www.ePost.ca/www.Postel.ca
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10.) Type: Slogan above date:
Slogan: CENSUS*2006*RECENSEMENT/
Canadapost.ca/Postescanada.ca
a) No error (May 8, 2006)
b) Inverted “e”, French “Postescanada” (May 6, 2006)

no error

Error: Inverted “e”, French “Postescanada”
Figure 10:- Slogan below date – CENSUS*2006*RECENSEMENT/Canadapost.ca/Postescanada.ca

11.) Type: Slogan above date:
Slogan: Support Mental Health
Appuyez la santé mentale
a) No error (Oct. 3, 2008)
b) Inverted “e”, French (Oct. 7, 2008)

no error

Error: Inverted “e”, French
Figure 11:- Slogan above date – Support Mental Health/ Appuyez la santé mentale
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12.) Type: Slogan above date:
Slogan: Fraud - Prevent it!
La fraude- -Prévenez-la!
a) No error (Mar. 13, 2009)
b) Inverted “e”, (“é” upright), French (Mar. 3, 2008)

no error

Error: Inverted “e”, French
Figure 12:- Slogan above date – Fraud - Prevent it!/ La fraude- -Prévenez-la!
13.) Type: Slogan above date:
Slogan: Let the Games begin!
Place aux Jeux!!
a) No error (Feb. 13, 2010)
b) Inverted “e”, French (Feb. 10, 2010)

no error

Error: Inverted “e”, French
Figure 13 - Slogan above date – Let the Games begin!/ Place aux Jeux!
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14.) Type: Slogan above date:
Slogan: Paralympic Games
Jeux Paralympiques
a) Inverted “e”, French (Mar. 17, 2010)

Error: Inverted “e”, French
Figure 14 - Slogan above date – Paralympic Games/ Jeux Paralympiques
Conclusion

as I did not know of the extent of the errors
when they happened. I have been in contact
with a retired Stoney Creek management employee and hopefully there will be an explanation
forthcoming.

It is difficult to figure out why the errors continued to occur for five years. Perhaps the plant
was doing trials on the current equipment before
newer machines (in use from 2010). As a note in
2014 slogans were no longer used.

It is a real challenge finding these multiple errors;
far less getting logical reasons for the errors.

Maybe each shift change had a different operator. When signing into the machine, it reverted
to the format previously used by the new operator.

I must thank Ingo Nessel for supplying the bulk of the
error some covers from his employer that he had put aside
ten years ago. This is what prompted me to do this article.

It is also difficult to figure out why the errors
reoccur. My visits to the plant were of no help
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Unofficial Post Office Operated by the British Consulate at Bangkok
1855-1885
by Michel Houde
In the 19th century, the missionaries and western merchants operating in Bangkok, Siam were
isolated. Bangkok is 25 km inland from the Gulf
of Siam. The centres of Western civilization in
the region were Singapore located roughly 1600
km to the SSE and Hong Kong approximately
2500 km to the West.

rienced when attempting to arrange the delivery
of their letters. Probably even more frustrating
was the irregularity of incoming mails.
On April 18, 1855 a British mission sent by
Queen Victoria and headed by Sir John Bowring
signed a treaty of diplomatic and commercial
relations with Siam’s King Mongkut (Rama IV).
Soon after the British Consulate opened in 1856,
the foreign community approached the British
Consul to enlist his support to find a solution to
the problem of irregular mails. On April 13,
1858, Sir Robert Schomburgk, the British Consul, forwarded a letter to the Foreign Office regarding this question. He wrote, "In view of the
growing importance of this country I beg leave to suggest
that some arrangements are speedily entered into between
Great Britain and Siam, and that I take the liberty to
recommend to your Lordship that the First Assistant at
the Consulate, as this is the general custom in Ports in
China and the Levant, receives that appointment for the
Superintendency of the Postal Matters."

The Siamese people had little need for correspondence. Few Siamese could write or needed
to since they tended to remain their entire lives
in the same village. People did not travel much
and if they did it was by rivers and canals since
much of the country was jungle. The only persons needing to correspond were the King, his
nobles and some merchants. Within Siam urgent
letters were sent by special messenger. This system was mostly for government or Royal mail.
As foreign trade increased the shortcoming of
this system became clear.
Today we can only imagine the difficulty and
frustration that the early foreign residents expe-

The British Consulate as seen from the River (1867)
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The Foreign Office agreed to his petition since
in a letter to the Postmaster General dated 21
May 1859, Consul Schomburgk states: "Your
Lordship's reaction to the transmission of our mails directly to London, has already proven a boon to the Community at Bangkok..."

By 1881, the postal duties had grown to the
point that they demanded the full‑time attention
of the person responsible. This prompted the
British Consul to seek the establishment of a
sub‑post office of the Straits Settlement Post
Office. In the end, the Siamese government rejected this since they were in the process of establishing their own postal service.

On June 10, 1864 Henry Alabaster, the First Assistant at the Consulate prepared a "Circular"
stating arrangements he had made to remedy
complaints concerning the receipt and delivery
of letters. He states, "Instead of letters being handed
as hitherto to any of the Officers of the Consulate they are
to be placed in a suitable bag which will stand in the porter's lodge, and have the words "Post Office Letter Bag"
printed on it." As for incoming mails, "Those who
desire better security are invited to provide letter bags with
locks and duplicate keys for themselves, one to remain
with the First Assistant of this Consulate, the bag to
have their owners' names painted on them in large legible
characters in English and Siamese. The bags will be sent
round on the arrival of every mail and after being emptied
should be at once returned to the Consulate."

Typical “B-overprinted”

Eventually the duties of Post Master fell upon
the chief Constable. In March 1882, he reported
to the Postmaster-General in Singapore that he
was selling on average $150 per month of Straits
stamps and that he had collected in the previous
year $77.52 postage due on unpaid letters received at Bangkok. To alleviate the situation at
Bangkok, the Postmaster‑General in Singapore
offered to pay a commission of 10 percent on all
the Straits Settlement stamps purchased for sale
at the Consulate's Post Office as well as the
same commission on all amounts collected on
incoming unpaid and insufficiently paid items.
However, stamps had to be acquired directly
from the Treasury in Singapore. These stamps
would be overprinted with the letter "B" for
bookkeeping purposes and to prevent them being used for posting letters within the Colony of
the Straits Settlements. The agreement was accepted and the first shipment of B‑overprinted
stamps reached Bangkok in May 1882.

In the Bangkok Calendar for 1868, we learn that,
"A European Mail is made up at the British Consulate
to be sent by every departure of the Steamer Chow Phya,
for Singapore, which occurs in about 20 days on average."
Residents could also entrust their mail to the
captain of a ship sailing typically for the port of
Singapore. These officers were usually ready to
mail letters and papers in Singapore or Hong
Kong if the postage was pre‑payed. Actually,
there is evidence that by the 1880's at least, the
Consular Post Office had worked out a means
for sending regular mails to Hong Kong and Singapore. The Consulate’s Post Master had on
hand a stock of Straits Settlements and Hong
Kong stamps.
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On August 4, 1883, the Siamese Post Office inaugurated a local service within the City of
Bangkok. There were three deliveries a day (9
am, 11 am and 4 pm) for a total volume of approximately 300 letters per day at the outset. In
a report to Earl Granville (21 March 1884) Consul Ernest Satow mentions that the Post Master’s work had increased further in conjunction
with this new service to the point that he was
distributing 2 to 4 incoming foreign mails per

week and sending out as many. He now had little time left for his duties as constable.
On 1 July 1885 Siam joined the UPU and thus
began handling all internal and external mails.
Thus after 30 years the unofficial post office at
the British Consulate went silent.
Collectors can find stamps of the Straits Settlements, Hong Kong and the occasional Great
Britain issues paying the special rate on letters
posted by sailors at Bangkok.

Some of the Stamps used at the British Consulate’s Post Office
Covers originating in Bangkok prior to 1 July 1885 when Siam took over external mails are uncommon. There are fewer than 200 known.
Over 51,000 B-overprinted stamps were sent to Bangkok ranging from the 2¢ value, mainly used to
mail newspapers, to the rare 96¢ of which only 66 were printed. Even rarer is the 32¢ stamp of which
only 20 can exist.
Loose stamps from the Straits Settlements, Hong Kong and Great Britain are identified as used in
Bangkok by the Bangkok CDS, a firm’s chop (handstamp), a consulate’s chop or by one of the
unique obliterators known used at Bangkok. Some twenty-four firms are known to have used handstamps to mark their stamp as protection against abuse and theft.

BANGKOK CDS on a B-overprint, Straits Settlements, Hong Kong and Great Britain
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Bangkok Company chops

Bangkok, Straits Settlements and Hong Kong with the U.S. CONSULATE chop.
A similar U.S. LEGATION chop was used after October 1882

Bangkok and Straits Settlements with the GERMAN Consulate’s chop
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Bangkok, Straits Settlements and Hong Kong with the BRITISH CONSULATE’s chop

Chessboard and four-bar obliterators
Occasionally seen on Hong Kong and Straits Settlements issues.
References:
Bradley, Dan B.: Bangkok Calendar. American Missionary Association Printing Press, Bangkok 1848
and 1859 annually to 1873.
Houde, Michel and Morrisey, Rory: “Bankok B’s Revisited”, The Thai Times, April 2010 vol. 52 #1
pages 12-18
Houde, Michel: “Hong Kong Used at the British Consular Post Office at Bangkok”, Hong Kong Study
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LA PHILATELIE de ST-PIERRE-ET-MIQUELON AU 19ème SIECLE.
L'ANNEE 1885

Par Jean-Jacques Tillard, FRPSC

Par arrêté du 1er mars 1854, Saint-Pierre-etMiquelon décidait d’officialiser son service postal.

Les premiers timbres-poste des colonies générales au type « Aigle » sont arrivés dans la colonie en 1859. Puis se sont succédé les
« Empire », « Cérès », « Sage » et « Alphée Dubois » pendant plus d'un quart de siècle. En effet,
toutes les colonies françaises utilisaient ces timbres.

Les premières oblitérations ont été réalisées par
des cachets administratifs faisant office de cachets postaux. Les timbres-poste n'étaient
toujours pas utilisés dans les colonies.(Fig 1).

Figure 1
réalisée en mars 1885 sur le 1f. bronze non denSuite à une pénurie de timbres à 5c nécessaires telé au type « Sage » des colonies, et dans les
pour affranchir les courriers locaux et les impri- mêmes conditions que l'émission précédente, soit
avec deux cachets, l'un pour les chiffres et l'autre
més, la colonie a décidé, début janvier 1885, de
fabriquer une surcharge afin de transformer des pour les lettres.
Timbres Types

timbres à 2c au type « Alphée Dubois » des colonies générales.

Deux frappes différentes du « 25 ». Le type 1 et le
type 2.

Deux frappes : le 5 pour cinq centimes, et les lettres « S P M » pour Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon.

Le type 1 en neuf est une grande rareté des colonies françaises. Moins de 15 pièces connues.
Quant au type 2, environ 50 pièces neuves sont
recensées.

Cette surcharge a été confectionnée et apposée
par l'imprimerie du Gouvernement. Elle se
retrouve renversée sur la totalité des tirages.

Les 25c permettaient d'envoyer un courrier en
France et à l'étranger. Ils correspondaient aussi à
la taxe de recommandation.

Ce premier timbre est une rareté des colonies.
Moins de 20 pièces neuves sont connues de nos
jours.

Cette décision montre la souplesse de l'administration à cette époque. En effet, elle pouvait
transformer la valeur d'un timbre par une autre
beaucoup plus faible (Fig 3 et 4).

Ainsi naissait la philatélie propre à cet archipel.
(Fig 2)
La seconde transformation de timbres-poste a été
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Figure 2

Figure 4

Figure 3
Pour combler une pénurie liée à l’insuffisance de
5 centimes (dernier tirage du 5/2c réalisé le 9
mars 1885), il a été décidé en mars 1885 d’apposer une nouvelle surcharge « 5 » sur des 4c lilasbrun dentelés au type « Alphée Dubois », faciales
peu utilisées et en stock au bureau de Poste. Le
cachet « S P M » est le même que celui utilisé
pour les surcharges effectuées précédemment. Le
chiffre « 5 » est similaire à celui du « 25 » (type 2)

de l'émission précédente.
Les frappes pour ce 5c, cette fois, sont apposées
à l’endroit.

De nos jours, environ 280 pièces neuves et
oblitérées -incluant les variétés- ont été recensées.
Des nuances allant du lilas-brun clair au lilas-brun
foncé ont été également remarquées (Fig 5).
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Figure 5
Le 27 juillet 1885, le Gouverneur des îles a décidé
d'émettre de nouvelles surcharges à 5c, 10c et
15c. En effet, plusieurs timbres venaient à manquer et il ne fallait pas perturber l'acheminement
du courrier. C’était la première fois qu’on émettait
des timbres surchargés à 10 et 15c.

aussi été fabriquées par l’imprimerie du gouvernement de Saint-Pierre. Cette fois, la valeur et les
lettres « S P M » sont regroupées sur le même cachet.
Les 10c et 15c ont été émis en août, tandis que le
5c ne voyait le jour qu’en décembre. Leurs tirages
sont plus conséquents que ceux des émissions
précédentes : 6750 pour le 5c, et 11250 pour les
deux autres valeurs.(Fig 6, 7, 8).

Un timbre-poste peu utilisé, le 40c « Sage » non
dentelé a été choisi pour recevoir ces nouvelles
frappes 05/SPM, 10/SPM et 15/SPM réalisées en
noir et à caractères gothiques. Ces surcharges ont

Figure 6

Figure 7

En décembre, une nouvelle surcharge a été confectionnée par l'imprimerie du gouvernement
pour frapper à l'encre noire les 35c, 75c, et 1f au
type « Sage », ainsi que le 20c « Alphée Dubois ».
Ces faciales étaient très peu utilisées pour
l'affranchissement.

Figure 8

Trois surcharges étaient regroupées sur un même
cachet. Ce procédé est identique à celui utilisé
pour la surcharge avec caractères gothiques
« 05/SPM », émise le 16 décembre 1885. Cette
transformation permettait de combler la pénurie
de timbres à 5c prévus pour l’affranchissement
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d’un pli local ou d’un imprimé adressé vers la
France ou l'étranger, mais permettait aussi d'effectuer diverses combinaisons d'affranchissements en les utilisant par multiples. Cette
nouvelle opération imprimait également des empreintes sur les bords de feuilles. Les tirages variaient de 1800 exemplaires pour le 05/75c à
13500 pour le 05/1f (Fig 9).

Ces derniers timbres mettaient fin aux émissions
réalisées en 1885. En revanche, un type 2
méconnu du 5/4c émis en mars a été découvert
par l’auteur à la fin du 20ème siècle et officialisé
dans son catalogue de cotation en 2017 (Voir
photo de la couverture). Il s’agit bien d’un nouveau timbre car le chiffre « 5 » est différent.

Figure 9
=Ce chiffre « 5 » différent a probablement été
frappé avec un cachet de réserve. En revanche,
les lettres « S P M » sont les mêmes. Cependant,
sur le type normal, ces lettres sont plus rapprochées que celles qui frappent les premiers
timbres de janvier et mars.
Il est difficile de certifier sa date d’émission en
1885 car peu d’éléments existent. A ce jour, la
première année constatée sur un exemplaire
oblitéré affiche 1888.
De nos jours, seuls 10 exemplaires ont été repé-

rés dont 7 avec le type normal. Parmi ces 7
pièces, une seule est neuve. Il demeure le
classique de Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon le plus rare
en neuf. Une grande rareté des colonies. (Fig 10).
Les trois autres exemplaires recensés possèdent
les frappes « 5 » et « S P M » renversées. Sur les
frappes renversées, l’écartement des lettres « S P
M » est le même que sur les premières émissions.
Cela prouve donc que ce type 2 encore méconnu
par beaucoup a été réalisé avec au moins deux
tirages. Des tirages « spéciaux » demandés peutêtre par des collectionneurs.

Figure 10
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Varietes
Evidemment, les frappes manuelles réservent
davantage d’erreurs de frappes. Ces anomalies
sont appelées « variétés ». Quelques-unes d’entre
elles, uniques, sont les fleurons des colonies fran-

çaises et pour certaines, des raretés internationales.
Les plus belles pièces sont illustrées ici. Le 5/4c
montré avec la frappe renversée est le rarissime
type 2. (Fig 11-14).

Figure 11

Figure 12
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Figure 13

Figure 14
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THOMAS O’NEILL - FROM WAY OFFICE KEEPER TO POSTMASTER –
SALMON RIVER LAKE, GUYSBOROUGH COUNTY, NOVA SCOTIA
by J. A. (Jack) Forbes FRPSC
Salmon River Lake is a small community in the
Eastern Mainland region of Nova Scotia. It is
situated approximately 21 Km. West of the town
of Guysborough at the fork in the Salmon River

Lake road which branches either to Country
Harbour or South River Lake, as shown on the
map below. (Fig. 1)

Figure 1
It was originally named Salmon River Lake Settlement, but became Salmon River Lake on December 1, 1898. For the first 18 years of its existence, it was designated a Way Office, with Stephen McGuire as Way Office Keeper. On February 9, 1870, the Post Office Department sent a
form (1 Rm-1-70) advising Mr. Thomas O’Neill
that he was being appointed Postmaster of Salmon River Lake Settlement W. O. conditional on
receiving a Bond and certain sureties. The forms
for the sureties were to be forwarded to Mr.
O’Neill by Mr. Woodgate, the Post Office Inspector for the Nova Scotia Division of the Post
Office. Figure 2 shows the original document
outlining this procedure.

In what appears to have been a bit of a mix-up, a
second document, again from the Deputy Postmaster General, and also dated February 9, 1870,
Thomas O’Neill was formally appointed as the
Postmaster of Salmon River Lake Settlement

Way Office. It would appear that either Mr.
O’Neill’s reputation was favourable enough that
he was accepted for the position immediately, or
the prior conditions were a mere formality, and
not required in the normal course of business.
Again, the original document (1 Rm. 1 ’70 –
_O.C.) is reproduced on the following pages
(Fig.3).
We see some contradictory information when
we examine a notification from the Post Office
Inspector’s Office, and dated March 16, 1870,
wherein Mr. A. Woodgate advises O’Neill that
he has been appointed Way Office Keeper (not
Postmaster) of this office. This same letter gives
the annual salary to be paid as $8.22 in Nova
Scotia currency, and indicates that the office will
be subordinate to the post office at Cross Roads
Country Harbour with all monies collected to be
forwarded to the Postmaster at that location. It
is also noted that a book of instruction and ac-
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Figure 2. Intention to
Appoint as Postmaster

Figure 3. Actual Appointment
as Postmaster
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count book are to be provided to him by the
previous Way Office Keeper. The exterior of
this document – On Her Majesty’s Service features a Halifax Nova Scotia Split Ring Cancel,
dated MR 16 70, and is shown as Fig. 4 while a

reduced copy of the communication is shown as
Fig. 5. The reverse of this letter features a Guysborough, N. S. Double Split-Ring transit mark
dated 16 MR 70.

Figure 4. Notice from A. Woodgate

Figure 5. Final Appointment as
Way Office Keeper
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In a folded On H. M. Service letter identified
with a Guysborough FE 7 1871 Transit Mark
(Fig.6) the Way Office Keeper at Salmon River
Lake Settlement was advised that he would be
receiving an increase in annual salary to $10.N. S.
Currency, retroactive to 30th June, 1869. Additionally, another $1.78 was to be paid to satisfy
the shortfall in the 1870 salary already received.

The reduced copy (Fig. 7) provides the contents
of the notification. It should be noted that the
letter was dated January 15, 1871, but referred to
a decision that was effective June 30th, 1869.
Additionally, if the notice had been mailed on
the date inscribed, it took more than three weeks
to be transported to the Guysborough Post Office!

Although this letter originated in the Post Office
Inspector’s Office at Halifax, there isn’t a cancellation on the envelope to indicate that Halifax is
the source of the correspondence.

The notice seems to infer that responsibility for
the Salmon River Lake Settlement Way Office
was being transferred to the Guysborough Office from the Cross Roads Country Harbour Office.

Figure 6. Pay Increase Letter
Changes in Status and Name
Effective January 1, 1876, there was a change in
designation from Way Office to Post Office,
with Thomas O’Neill remaining to serve as
Postmaster.
On December 1, 1898, there was a name

change, becoming simply, Salmon River Lake,
and O’Neill was still listed as the Postmaster.
Shown next are covers with examples of the
cancels that were used during the periods before
and after the removal of “Settlement” from the
name of the office.
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Figure 7.
Notice of Increase
in Salary

Early Style Cancels

Registered letter, DE
19 93, (with the 3 inverted.)
Although
Lochaber
Lake is relatively close
“as the crow flies”,
this letter traveled East
to Guysborough, then
West by rail to Antigonish(e), for transmission to its destination.
Figure 8. “Salmon River (Lake Settl)”
Although not so-designated in naming this area, the Split-Ring cancel includes parentheses
as shown above.
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Figure 9. “Salmon River Lake”
This much-traveled letter features the Split Ring Cancel that replaced the one in the
example above. It was mailed to Denver, Colorado FE 22 13but, as evidenced by
the Dead Letter Office /Ottawa back stamp, it didn’t reach the intended receiver.

Additional Activities
Now would seem to be an appropriate time to
make note of the fact that, although official Post
Office correspondence used two “l”s in the
spelling of Thomas’ name, census records indicate that the correct form contains only one “l”.
In his publication The Lonely Hills of Bantry, author and local historian, the late H. Joseph MacDonald, devotes a number of pages to the background and activities of Thomas O’Neil, Esquire. In addition to his duties of Postmaster, it
appears that he operated a hotel and store at his
residence, which also served as the Post Office.
He is listed as having been a local politician, a
Justice of the Peace, and most significantly, a

building contractor. It is this latter occupation
that we look at some period correspondence.

MacDonald’s book indicates that O’Neil was
involved with the building/renovation of ten
churches in the period 1862 to 1908. All but
one of these were within 100 km. of his residence. The one exception was Saint Pierre
church, which he built in Laverniere, Magdelan
Islands. The cover in Fig. 11 contained a letter
from John James Fox regarding the awarding of
that building contract to O’Neil. Although corresponding from Halifax, N. S., Fox signed the
letter as a representative for the “church B. C.
(building committee) of Mag(delan) Islands”.
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Figure. 10.
Cover of letter re
Magdelan Islands
Church

The other area of construction for which O’Neil
seems to have been respected was that of Light
House Builder. In 1880, he erected the St. Esprit light on St. Esprit Island, an area East of St.
Peters, on Cape Breton Island and the Cape
Sharp light at Port Greville, in the Northwest of
Nova Scotia on the Minas Channel sector of the
Bay of Fundy. Finally, in 1887 he went to the
Northern tip of Cape Breton to construct the
Bay St. Lawrence light. MacDonald speculated
that this would have been a formidable task as

the area was only accessible by boat, and weather
conditions were frequently horrendous.
Two pieces of correspondence survive with relation to the construction work on the Port Greville light. A letter sent from Guysborough, N.
S. to Thomas O’Neil, Light House Contractor,
Parrsboro, N. S. is shown in Fig. 11. Parrsboro
would have been the closest “significant” post
office to Port Greville, although a post office
was in operation at Port Greville from December 1, 1868.

Figure 11. First Letter to Parrsboro, dated JU 11 86
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The second item of correspondence is shown
in Fig. 12, and originated at Salmon River Lake
Settlement, again sent to Parrsboro, N. S..

Figure 12. Second Letter to Parrsboro, JU 22 86

Thomas O’Neil passed away on June 4, 1916 at the age of 84. His son William succeeded him as
Postmaster.
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LES OBLITÉRATIONS CANADIENNES DE LA NOUVELLE-ECOSSE
SUR LES TIMBRES DE SAINT-PIERRE ET MIQUELON
ETUDE DES OBLITÉRATIONS DE TRANSIT OU D'ARRIVÉE EN NOUVELLE ECOSSE

par Loïc Detcheverry

L'utilisation des cachets étrangers sur les timbres
et courriers de l'archipel par le biais des boîtes
mobiles est considéré comme une partie importante de l'histoire postale de cette colonie
française d'Amérique du nord .
Dès 1845 des contrats et accords privés furent
conclus afin de permettre une liaison maritime
régulière entre les îles de Saint-Pierre et Miquelon et la Nouvelle-Ecosse pour le transport du
courrier.
Les départs des navires postaux s'effectuaient
environ tous les quinze jours.
Les liaisons n'étaient pas régulières à cause des
conditions climatiques et particulièrement l'hiver.
Par conséquent une décision du gouverneur de la
colonie autorisa l'installation officielle de boîtes
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mobiles à bord des navires postaux dès 1883
pour recevoir le courrier de dernière minute
voyageant à découvert et pallier à la fermeture du
bureau de poste le samedi et le dimanche.
Deux voies furent mises en place, selon les
saisons:
•

la voie de Sydney ou Nord Sydney (en général du 1er mai au 31 décembre), ces ports
distants de 175 milles de Saint-Pierre étaient
souvent bloqués par les glaces en hiver. Elle
représentait 70,3% du courrier.

•

la voie d’Halifax (en général du 1er janvier au
30 avril) distant de 345 milles de Saint-Pierre,
ce port était dégagé des glaces pendant la
saison hivernale. Elle représentait 29 % du
courrier.

En raison de mauvaises conditions
météorologiques ou d'escale technique, il arrivait
que le débarquement du courrier s'effectue d'une
manière exceptionnelle dans un autre port tel
que Louisbourg.
Les rares marques d'annulation ainsi que différents cachets étaient appliqués soit à bord soit à
l'arrivée dans les ports canadiens. Ainsi les tim-

bres utilisés à St-Pierre et Miquelon se
retrouvaient frappés par ces cachets .
Différentes oblitérations ont été apposées sur les
courriers:.
-les oblitérations muettes,
-les oblitérations avec texte mais sans date,
-les oblitérations avec date

Type d’oblitération muette
Le bouchon
8 janvier 1895
Lettre commerciale de
St-Pierre pour Halifax arrivée le 9 .

Type d’oblitération muette La grille
Dimanche 9 février 1913
Lettre commerciale de St-Pierre pour St-John's
(Newfoundland) transit à Louisbourg le 10 arrivée le 20.
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Type d’oblitération muette La grille
Dimanche 10 novembre 1895
De St-Pierre pour New-York

Type d’oblitération avec texte sans date
La flamme Paquebot
Dimanche 4 juin 1922
De St-Pierre pour Bordeaux transit à North Sydney le 5 arrivée le 20
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Type d’oblitération avec texte et date
Le cachet duplex

1 mars 1908
De St-Pierre pour Halifax transit le 3.

Le courrier ayant voyagé à découvert est une
curiosité postale pour le philatéliste .

Saint-Pierre et Miquelon situé en Amérique du
nord, demeure un pays très prisé des collectionneurs d’histoire postale.
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THE BEEBE PLAIN POST OFFICE
by Peter J. McCarthy
The village of Beebe (pronounced “bee-bee”) is
located on the Canada-United States border in
the Eastern Townships of the province of Quebec. Although the boundary line had been established in the early 1700s, the pioneers who settled in the Beebe Plain area in the early 1800s
were far more interested in the rich farm land
there than in an imaginary line separating the
two countries. The quarrying of granite became
a chief industry in the area and most of the original homes and businesses in and around Stanstead County were constructed of this material,
including what became known as the Old Stone
Store, located in the centre of Beebe Plain.
When the final surveying was done and the
boundary line was agreed upon, the international
border, at parallel 45.01 north, split the village of
Beebe Plain in two. The boundary ran right
through the middle of the Old Stone Store,
which also happened to be the post office. The
Old Stone Store thus became the first post office in the world to service two countries

through one postmaster. The post office in
Beebe Plain was officially established in 1864 in
the Old Stone Store, then owned by a Mr. Stewart. The first postmaster was John L. House, although there are indications that a postal service
existed prior to this era under a postmaster by
the name of Mr Gow, who died in 1864.
The post office in Stewart's store was unique in
that it had two separate entrances: one for
American citizens and one for Canadians. The
postcard illustrated in Fig.1 shows the iron post
by the stoop that serves as the dividing line.
There were also two separate postal counters,
but both were looked after by one postmaster.
John House held the position of postmaster
from 1 April 1864 until his resignation on 5 May
1899. During that period, in 1890, the post office was moved from the Old Stone Store to the
home of Charles Gordon. George H House became the new postmaster in 1899 and held the
position until he was dismissed on 11 April
1912.

Figure 1:.
The Old Stone Store
Post Office.
Note two entrance
doors, two Post Office signs, and the
iron post international boundary marker
to the right of the
stoop (indicated by
an arrow)
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In 1907 the post office was moved to the home
of Mr. H. I. Bullock. At this point there is some
confusion. Historians of the area claim that Bullock served as postmaster from that time until
1915, when the Beebe Plain and Beebe Junction
offices were combined and the name changed to
Beebe. Postal records, however, show Porter

Dixon succeeding George House as postmaster,
but the records provide no dates of appointments. The Post Office also gives the name
change as taking place on 1 May 1909. There is
no doubt that the Post Office amalgamated the
two offices in 1909 and referred to the combined office as Beebe.

Figure 2. some Beebe split-ring hammers (from the Proof Books)
The towns themselves amalgamated in 1915.
Bullock probably served as postmaster from
1912, when George House was dismissed, until
the post office was moved to the Searle Building
in 1915. At that time Porter Dixon became
postmaster and occupied the post until 1933,
when the post office was again moved, to a part
of the Beebe Town Hall. Leon Winfred Miller
was appointed postmaster on 8 June 1933 and
he occupied the post until his death on 31 Jan.
1956. Roger Langevin, a young man not yet 19years old, took over as acting postmaster on 1
Feb. 1956 and served until 24 October of the
same year. At that time, Mrs. Elizabeth Miller,
wife of former postmaster Leon Miller, was appointed postmistress, she held the position until
her retirement on 5 Feb. 1966. On February 8,
three days after Mrs. Miller had officially retired, Roger Langevin, who had been acting
postmaster ten years earlier, was appointed postmaster of Beebe Post Office. He held the post
until recently, when Canada Post reduced and

changed its format. In 1976 a permanent post
office was erected about a two-minute walk
from the original post office in the Old Stone
Store. On entering the town of Beebe from the
east along Highway 247, one can see that the
cars in driveways to the left bear Vermont license plates while those on the right have Quebec plates. A short distance away there is a stop
sign, where you are obliged to turn left or right.
The U.S. Customs is on the southeast corner of
the street, the Canada Customs is on the northeast corner (Fig. 3). Directly across, between
the two customs buildings, stands on the west
side what was once the Old Stone Store (Fig. 4).
There is only a single door now where once
there were two. It is a private home that has
been immaculately kept. The old iron post indicating the boundary line is still in place. Standing inconspicuously in stately manner, the once
double post office of Beebe Plain, Quebec, reminds us of the rich postal history of days gone
by.
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Figure 3. Post card showing the US and Canada Customs offices

Figure 4. Author’s photo of Old Stone Store building, 1994, now a private residence
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LES DÉBUTS DE LA POSTE À PHILIPSBURG
par Cimon Morin, FRPSC

Dès 1748, on concède la seigneurie de SaintArmand à Nicolas-René Levasseur, un constructeur de vaisseaux pour le roi. En 1754, il fait
construire une scierie étant donné l’abondance
en chêne blanc, recherché pour la construction
de navires, mais il ne l’habite pas et ne développe
pas la seigneurie.
Thomas Dunn acquiert la seigneurie en 1786-87
et la divise en cantons afin de vendre des lots aux
colons, mais ne pourra en vendre que le quart
puisque le territoire est en grande partie cédé
aux États-Unis lors de la signature du traité de
Paris de 1783. Arrivé depuis 1784, John Ruiter
(originalement Johannes Ruyter, (1740-1797), un
lieutenant
de
l’armée
américaine d’origine hollandaise sera le premier à demander une concession. Son fils Philip et lui seront agents des terres.
La première attestation connue de ce nom de lieu
remonte à 1812. Cette dénomination sera reprise
en partie pour un hameau établi sur la baie Mis-

sisquoi, à la tête du lac Champlain qui le borde à
l’ouest, près de la frontière du Vermont, en Montérégie, et que Joseph Bouchette consignera sous
la graphie francisée de Phillipsbourg, en 1815.
Naîtra donc, en 1846, une municipalité de village
dont le territoire aura été détaché de SaintArmand-Ouest, plus à l’est. Le noyau de population initial, composé de loyalistes américains
d’ascendance hollandaise venus du comté de
Dutchess dans l’État de New York, s’établit à
proximité de la baie Missisquoi, dans le dernier
quart du XVIIIe siècle. À cette époque, l’endroit
est connu sous le nom de La Baie. Or, ce contingent compte parmi ses rangs un homme du nom
de Johannes Ruyter, connu sous celui de John
Ruiter, dont le fils Philip (on rencontre également la graphie Phillip, ce qui explique les
formes comportant le « l » redoublé) acquiert, en
1809, un ensemble de terres dont la position géographique correspond grosso modo à celle de
cette ancienne municipalité1 .

Illustration 1. Localisation de Philipsburg d’après une carte de 1867 [Eastern Township Gazetteer2]
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Dans l’ouvrage de Joseph Bouchette, Description
topographique de la province du Bas-Canada avec des
remarques sur le Haut-Canada et sur les relations des
deux provinces avec les États-Unis d’Amérique, il est
mentionné que « le village de Phillipsbourg est
commodément situé sur le bord de la baie, à environ un mille de la ligne frontière ; c’est un très
bel endroit qui contient à peu près 60 maisons,
parfaitement bien bâties en bois ; plusieurs ont
cet air de propreté si particulier aux Hollandais,
et les autres sont plus dans le goût des villages
Américains que des Canadiens »3.

burg. Le 5 juillet 1813, George Heriot écrit à
Philip Ruiter et s’informe en mentionnant « I
shall be happy to be informed how the weekly post goes on
»5. Quoi qu’il en soit, le transport du courrier
semble avoir existé entre 1812 et 1815 (voir St.
Johns : lettre de Thomas McVey à Philip Ruiter)
— probablement un transport privé et payé par
le futur maitre de poste Thomas Ruiter.

Il y aura deux routes postales transitant par
Philipsburg, soit celle de Montréal à Highgate,
États-Unis et celle de Philipsburg vers Bedford
et éventuellement vers South Potton.

Dans le Quebec Almanac4 de 1813, on dénote une
première mention du bureau de poste de Philips-

Maitre de poste

Période

Philip Ruiter

11 avril 1815 – 6 novembre 1820

Joseph Hale Munson

novembre 1820 – 21 janvier 1830

David Thatcher Rhodes Nye

21 janvier 1830 – 5 janvier 1834

Horatio Nelson May

6 janvier 1834 – 5 avril 1837

William Willard Smith

6 avril 1837 – 13 août 1849

Abel Smith

13 août 1849 – 5 octobre 1850

David T.R. Nye

6 octobre 1850 - 1889

Philip Ruiter
Philip Ruiter, acquiert en 1809, un ensemble de
terres dont la position géographique, correspond
grosso modo à celle de la municipalité. L’emplacement stratégique de la localité a largement
contribué à son développement commercial
grâce aux nombreuses marchandises et produits
agricoles des États-Unis, transitant par la baie
Missisquoi6.
Philip Ruiter est né à Hoosick, Albany dans
l’État de New York vers 1766. Il est le fils de
John Ruiter (1743-1797) et d’Elizabeth Best
(1747-1815) et l’ainé de sept enfants. Il succède à
son père comme agent de Thomas Dunn, pro-

priétaire de la seigneurie de Saint-Armand. Il
s’établit à Philipsburg en 1809. Il est marchand
ainsi qu’un fervent loyaliste, commissaire aux
petites causes et juge de paix à Philipsburg.
L’historien postal Frank Campbell stipule que le
bureau de poste de Philipsburg est ouvert en
1812 en se basant sur la liste établie à partir du
Quebec Almanac de 1813. Nous croyons toutefois
qu’il ne s’agit pas d’un bureau de poste, mais
plutôt d’un endroit, identifié par Heriot, ou l’on
pouvait laisser le courrier. Dès 1809, Philip Ruiter obtient la permission de Robert Shore Milnes
(Lieutenant gouverneur de la Province du BasCanada) afin d’ouvrir et d’opérer une taverne/
auberge7.
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Illustration 2. Signature du maitre de poste Philip Ruiter [BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 173, no 160]
C’est à cette auberge qu’on pouvait laisser le
courrier et qui était ramassé une fois par semaine
et expédié au bureau de poste de St. Johns et de
Montréal afin d’y être tarifé et mis à la poste.
Nous n’avons pu, au cours de nos recherches,
trouver du courrier avec une indication postale
(nom de la localité et tarification) identifié pour
Philipsburg entre 1812 et le début de 1815.

De plus, le 29 mars 1815, George Heriot écrit à
Philip Ruiter afin de l’aviser qu’il ouvrira une
nouvelle route postale entre Montréal et Swanton, poste-frontière des États-Unis et lui demande s’il est intéressé à devenir maitre de poste
de Philipsburg :

As a communication by Post between Montreal and Swanton will be opened on Tuesday
the 11th April [1815], I have desired Mr. Sutherland to employ Timothy Smith, the person
recommended by you, for whom fidelity and diligence on security of fifty pounds will be
required.
If you will take the trouble to act as Postmaster at St. Armand [Philipsburg], I will send
you a form for keeping the accounts. The allowance made to Postmasters is one fifth of the
Money received by them for the postage of letters, or twenty percent on the net proceeds.
Geo Heriot, DPMG Quebec,
29th March 1815

Lettre de George Heriot à P. Ruiter lui offrant le poste de maitre de poste
[BAC, MG23, GIII, vol. 3, p. 245]

Nous croyons que cette nomination est effective
à partir du 11 mai 1815, car nous avons retracé
le cahier de compte postal de Ruiter et les données sont inscrites à partir de cette date9. Le 19
avril 1817, le successeur de Heriot, Daniel Sutherland, écrit a Philip Ruiter et l’avise qu’il a examiné ses comptes trimestriels qui sont erronés.
Il doit aussi les faire parvenir à l’administration

de la poste à Québec aussitôt le trimestre
terminé10.
Philip Ruiter demeure maitre de poste jusqu’à
son décès survenu prématurément le 6 novembre 1820 à l’âge de 54 ans. Il est enterré au cimetière protestant de Philipsburg.
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Illustration 4. Emplacement du lot 15 appartenant à Philip Ruiter en 1809. C’est
probablement à cet endroit qu’étaient situés son auberge ainsi que le bureau de poste
à Philipsburg. [George H. Montgomery8]
Tarification postale spéciale
Philipsburg est situé à 230 milles de Québec et à
50 milles de Montréal. Le tarif postal des premières années aurait dû être de 11 d vers Québec
(201 – 300 milles) et de 4½d vers Montréal (0 –
60 milles). Sur les 8 plis recensés, de 1815 à
1825, il est de 1N6 (quelquefois de 1N) pour
Québec. Il semble que cette tarification spéciale,
bien qu’appliquée sur les nouvelles routes post-

ales lors de la période de Daniel Sutherland, l’ait
été aussi précédemment sous la période de
George Heriot. C’est le même cas pour La Prairie, Hull, Drummondville et St. Johns. À partir
de juin 1826, le tarif régulier de 11 d s’applique.
Nous pouvons donc en déduire que cette
nouvelle route postale de Philipsburg à Montréal
était tarifée à 9 d (quelquefois 3 d).

Tarification postale de Philipsburg à Québec (280 milles)
Période

Tarif

Nombre de plis recensés

31 oct. 1815 au 1er juin 1817

1N6

3 plis

28 nov. 1817 au 24 janv. 1818

1N

3 plis

13 mars 1818 au 8 juin 1818

1N6

3 plis

3 mai 1819

1N (9 + 3)

1 pli

23 juin 1819

1N3 (6 + 9)

1 pli

(juillet 1819 – mai 1826)

-

Absence de plis

27 juin 1826+ (1835+)

11 d

14 plis

Voir aussi l’article « Philip Ruiter et l’oblitération “fer à cheval” de Philipsburg »
par Cimon Morin, Bulletin d’histoire postale et de marcophilie, no 94, 2006, p. 8-12.
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Illustration 5. Page couverture du cahier de
compte postal de Philip Ruiter9 [BAC,
MG23, GIII 3, vol. 3, pages 928-955]

Illustration 6. Lettre de James Reid, St. Armand vers Québec avec empreinte de type « fer à
cheval » de Philipsburg en date du 2 novembre 1815. La tarification de 9 d (Philipsburg –
Montréal) et 9 d (Montréal – Québec) sont évidentes [BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 148, no E-172]
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Illustration 6: Un exemple inusité d’une marque postale manuscrite de Philipsburg
datée du 9 juin 1826 [BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 242, no 449]
Joseph Hale Munson
Joseph Hale Munson est né le 3 juillet 1779 à
Manchester, Vermont. Il est le fils de Jared Munson (1742-1823) et d’Annorah Hale (1742-1785).
Le 1er juin 1800, il épouse Huldah Hickok (1781
-1840). Ils auront deux filles dont l’une épousera
David T.R. Nye, le successeur de Munson
comme maitre de poste. Il décède à Philipsburg
le 23 février 1839.

nation comme maitre de poste, mais c’est probablement très tôt après le décès de Philip Ruiter.
Le 1er septembre 1827, il est exempté du service
de la milice par le gouverneur et le Conseil législatif de la Province de Québec11. Munson sera
l’un des premiers maitres de poste à obtenir
l’empreinte postale du petit cercle interrompu à
empattements. Nous avons retracé une marque
en date du 15 juillet 182912.

Joseph H. Munson est commerçant à Philipsburg. Nous ne connaissons pas sa date de nomi-

Le 21 janvier 1830, il démissionne comme maitre
de poste13.

Illustration 7. Ordonnance qui exempte du service
de la milice Joseph H. Munson, maitre de poste de
Philipsburg [BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 254]
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David Thatcher Rhodes Nye
David T.R. Nye est commerçant et entrepreneur
à Philipsburg. Il est né le 9 octobre 1808 à Saint
Albans, Franklin au Vermont. Il épouse la fille
de John Hale Munson, Emily Betsey Munson
(1810-1889) le 31 janvier 1831 et ils auront quatre enfants. Le témoin à son mariage est Horatio
N. May, celui qui le remplacera comme maitre
de poste. Il décède à Philipsburg en janvier
189014.
Comme entrepreneur, il obtient, par exemple, un
contrat de 800 £ le 5 juin 1830 « to render solid and
durable the road from Noyan to St. Armand by the head
of Missisquoi Bay »15. Dans cette tâche il s’associe
avec Ebenezer Hill et Horatio Nelson May. Il
obtient aussi le 25 février 1832, la somme de

100 £ pour couvrir des frais d’arpentage, de
plans et d’évaluation d’un canal projeté entre la
baie Missisquoi et la rivière du sud. Éventuellement il devient représentant pour la St Lawrence Insurance Company, etc.
Le salaire du maitre de poste en 1832 est de 7 £
8 s 4d et en 1833 un montant de 7 £ 6 s 8d est
inscrit au rapport de T.A. Stayner. Son assistant
est connu sous le nom de J.R. Smith.
Lorsqu’il deviendra à nouveau maitre de poste le
6 octobre 185016, son salaire sera alors de 13 £
1 s 1d17. Il est aussi représentant de la Equitable
Fire and International Life Assurance Companies,
secrétaire-trésorier du village et greffier au tribunal des commissaires.

Illustration 8. Signature du maitre de poste David T.R. Nye [BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 542, no 2068]

Illustration 9. Lettre de Philipsburg vers Québec datée du 29 juin 1830 avec marque postale du
petit cercle interrompu à empattements avec inscription « PHILLIPSBURG » à l’encre rouge
[Collection Michael Rixon]
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Horatio Nelson May
Horatio N. May est médecin et juge de paix à
Philipsburg. Il est le fils de Calvin Dexter May
(1765-1842), un des premiers médecins à cet
endroit et de Mary Hyatt (1776-1855). Il nait à
Highgate dans le Vermont en 1799 et il arrive
dans la région de Saint-Armand au début du siècle. Il est l’ainé d’une famille de 10 enfants. Le 9

avril 1832, il épouse Sarah Humphreys (18061863 ?) à l’église anglicane de Philipsburg.
En 1832, il est nommé commissaire avec D.T.R.
Nye afin de veiller à ce qu’il soit fait un chemin
depuis Noyan jusqu’à Saint-Armand en contournant la baie Missisquoi.
Le 5 avril 1837, il démissionne de ses fonctions
de maitre de poste18.

Illustration 10. Signature du maitre de poste Horatio N. May [Collection Cimon Morin]

Illustration 11. Envoi en franchise postale du maitre de poste Horatio N. May « Free H.N. May
P.M. »et datée du 18 février 1834
[Collection Cimon Morin]
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William Willard Smith
W.W. Smith est né le 22 juillet 1809 à Barton au
Vermont. Il est le fils de Daniel B. Smith (17681825) et de Thankful Willard (1777-1855). Le 25
octobre 1836, il épouse Amanda Maria Smith
(1813-1878). De cette union naîtront quatre enfants entre 1838 et 1846. Il décède à Philipsburg
le 17 juillet 1879 et est enterré au cimetière anglican de l’endroit.
William Willard Smith est marchand et commerçant à Philipsburg lorsqu’il devient maitre de
poste le 6 avril 183719. Il est assisté par son
commis Charles P. Smith, frère de son épouse. Il
est aussi percepteur des douanes et préfet du
comté de Missisquoi. En 1848, il fonde le journal Missisquoi News and Frontier Advocate qui
sera poursuivi par son fils Edgar Russell Smith.
Lors de la commission d’enquête sur la poste en

1841, il stipule que son salaire pour l’année 1839
-1840 est de 12 £ 5 s, en plus de recevoir 4 £
pour la papeterie postale. Il mentionne aussi qu’il
utilise sa franchise postale, envoyant et recevant
plus de 500 lettres par année et qu’il considère
que cette franchise correspond à 25 £ par année20.
En janvier 1845, T.A. Stayner écrit au Gouverneur afin de l’aviser qu’il veut démettre W.W.
Smith de ses fonctions pour cause de négligence21. Toutefois, il ne sera pas remplacé avant
le 13 août 1849 ! C’est à cette période que W.W.
Smith déménage à St. Johns.
Le 30 juin 1849, T.A. Stayner informe le gouverneur que le poste est disponible et qu’il est à la
recherche d’un candidat valable. Il stipule que le
salaire du maitre de poste est d’environ 16 £ par
année pour ce bureau22.

Illustration 12. Signature du maitre de poste W.W. Smith [BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 542, no 2068]

Illustration 13. Lettre envoyée en franchise postale « FREE » par le maitre de poste William W. Smith « W.W. Smith P.M. » le 24 juillet 1838 [BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 542, no 2068]
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Abel Smith
Le départ de W.W. Smith pour St. Johns laisse
donc la voie libre à plusieurs candidats. Les pétitions s’engrangent chez le secrétaire provincial.
Trois candidats sont pressentis: le 1er février
1849, Charles Paoli Smith, qui a été assistant de
W.W. Smith pendant plus de 11 ans et qui est le
frère de l’épouse de W.W. Smith. La pétition est
entérinée par W.W. Smith ; le 10 avril, D.T.R.
Nye, l’ancien maitre de poste entre 1830 et 1834,
envoie sa candidature; le 2 août, Abel Smith, père
de l’épouse de W.W. Smith, stipule que le bureau
a été tenu dans ses locaux au cours des dernières
années23.
Le gouverneur recommande Abel Smith, beau
père de W.W. Smith. C’est donc à partir du 13
août 1849 que ce dernier devient maitre de poste
de Philipsburg24. Nous croyons toutefois que le
service de la poste est assumé par son garçon
Charles Paoli Smith.
Abel Smith est né le 15 septembre 1787 en Angleterre. Il arrive à Philipsburg au début des années 1810 ou il épouse Electa Russell (1790-

1857), née à Fairfax, Vermont. Il décède le 8 mai
1851 à Philipsburg.
Le 26 avril 1850, T.A. Stayner écrit au gouverneur afin de l’aviser qu’il n’est pas satisfait de la
nomination d’Abel Smith et désire le démettre de
ses fonctions. Il décrit Abel Smith comme étant
trop âgé, malade et alité depuis quelque temps. Il
sollicite donc une autre nomination25. Le 20 juin,
le secrétaire provincial recommande un certain
Jonathan Wyatt Eaton pour ce poste. Dans la
correspondance entre Stayner et Eaton, ce dernier désire obtenir une augmentation de 10 £ en
sus de sa commission de 20% sur les recettes du
bureau de Philipsburg. Le 2 juillet, Stayner écrit
au gouverneur qu’il ne peut accepter cette augmentation et refuse donc cette nomination.
Le 23 août 1850, le gouverneur recommande David J.R. Nye comme candidat à T.A. Stayner.
Cette nomination sera confirmée à partir du 6
octobre 1850. Pendant cette période incertaine,
nous croyons qu’Abel Smith agit à titre de maitre
de poste bien que les fonctions soient exercées
par son garçon Charles Paoli Smith jusqu’au 5
octobre 1850.

Illustration 14. Signature du maitre de poste Abel Smith [BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 586]
David T.R. Nye
David T.R. Nye est nommé à nouveau maitre de
poste de Philipsburg le 6 octobre 1850. Il connait bien ce travail, car il a été le troisième maitre

de poste en 1830-1834. Il demeure en poste
jusqu’au 1889. Il décède à Philipsburg le 22
janvier 1890.
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Illustration 15. Localisation du bureau de
poste de Philipsburg au temps de D.T.R.
Nye [George H. Montgomery26]

Marques postales de Philipsburg

1815-1828

1826

1829-1847

BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 148,
no E172

BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 242, no 455

BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 325,
no 715

1848-1877

1835-1849

1838

Épreuve

Collection Michael Rixon

BAC, RG4-A1, vol. 542,
no 2068

Philipsburg — Moyenne du nombre de lettres reçues par semaine27
1842

1843

1844

1845

1846

1847

1848

Moyenne

78

59

55

40

53

45

56

55
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CANADA: HOUSEHOLDER MAIL RATE
by David McLaughlin

Boxholder mail, later termed householder mail,
was introduced with a two-line paragraph in the
3rd class mail section in the 1889 Postal Guide
stating:

“Unaddressed circulars, handbills, &c., may be posted
for letter box distribution at a rate of ½ c. each, to be
prepaid by postage”
With these few words the Canadian Post Office
introduced a class of mail that has grown to be
omnipresent in the lives of every adult Canadian
with a fixed address. It is a class of mail that has
served the marketing needs of the full spectrum
of commercial organizations from local meat
markets to international consumer products
companies, local community organizations, municipal boards of health and political campaigns
to name just a few. The breadth of the service
spanned from village post offices and rural
routes to post office boxes and letter carrier delivery in every town and city in Canada. It has
even spawned the publication of
“householders”, publications that members of
parliament can prepare and distribute to all their
constituents, unaddressed through the mail four
time per year.
Even though householder mail has been and
remains ubiquitous, few have studied the rate
and little has been written about it. This article
seeks to outline methods of payment and rates
over the first 100 years of householder mail in
Canada.
Payment by single stamp
Payment by single stamp was the only way to
pay for householder mail from its inception in
1889 until the advent of permits in 1903. Much
of the householder material surviving from the
Victorian period are unaddressed stamped envelopes which would have enclosed a circulars or
prices current. The most interesting items are
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postcards and other advertising material with the
stamps directly applied. Fig. 1 shows an 1892
householder mail folded handbill used by a
stamp dealer in Port Dover Ontario to solicit old
letters from citizens of Halifax N.S. Notwithstanding the fact that the Port Dover stamp
dealer is soliciting the purchase of material in
famed stamp dealer Henry Hechler’s back yard,
this item is important as it illustrates the requirement that the mailer deliver the householder material to the postmaster at the office of delivery.
In many cases the material was hand delivered
but it could also be packaged and sent to the
postmaster at the third-class rate for its total
weight.
Fig.2, 3 and 4 illustrate how postcards were used
for marketing entertainment product, industrial
product and medical services. Pianos and organs
were the home entertainment systems in the late
Victorian era and Fig 2 shows a beautiful example of a householder postcard with all over piano advertising and a precancelled ½ cent small
queen stamp. The minimum mailing quantity
regulations for use of precancelled stamps in this
era was 25,000 pieces. Fig 3 shows a householder post card, circa 1897, promoting asbestos
with the ironic slogan “While we live, we crow”. No
doubt a special arrangement was made with the
postmaster to distribute to business boxholders
only. The flag cancel is hubless as 3rd class mail
was not required to be date stamped. Fig 4
shows another way in which householder mail
was used, advising citizens of small communities
in Quebec when the Travelling Optometrist would
be setting up shop locally.
By 1903 the new permit system was available as
a second method of payment and by 1904 the
rate was changed from ½ cent to 1 cent per item
ending the preferential rate for householder
mail. Nevertheless, householder mail still had
the huge advantage of being unaddressed.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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Single stamped householder mail in the Edwardian era is rarer than Victorian examples. Only two
examples have been found in over 20 years of
collecting. Consultations with noted Edward VII
collectors and reviews of exhibits support this
observation. Fig 5 & 6 show the front and back

of a folded brochure for roof leak repair product.
The recipient detached and returned a request for
information and interestingly in the same correspondence an addressed letter from the same
supplier was found.

Figure 5

Figure 6
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The ½ cent preferential rate was re-instated in
1924 for post office box or letter carrier delivery
but not for rural route delivery which was implemented after the 1904 rate reduction. The ½
cent rate ended forever on July 31, 1940. The
rate was 1 cent 1940-1951, 1-1/2 cent 19511964, 2 cents 1964-1967 and 3 cents 1968-1973.
From 1973-1987 there were 8 rate changes and
separate rates for non letter carrier offices, letter
carrier offices and for forward delivery.

Examples of single stamped householder mail
can be found through the decades up until the
sixties mostly from small local organizations and
businesses. Fig 7 shows a card with blackout
cancel from 1943, with the 1 cent rate, advertising that a portrait artist will be at the Grand
Central Hotel in Inverness 10:00am to 10:00 pm
for single or group portrait sittings.
In 1968 single stamps were dropped as a method
of payment for householder mail.

Figure 7
Payment by Postal Stationery
With the householder rate increase to 1 cent by
1904, one cent pre-stamped envelopes (PSE)
and one cent postcards became viable means of
paying the rate yet few early usages of postal stationery for householder mail have survived. Fig
8 shows the only known example of a Victorian
pre-stamped envelope used for householder
mail. This in itself may not be unusual as it is a
late usage of Victorian PSEs, but also only one
Edward postcard dated 1909, Fig 9, is known.

Whatever the reason for the slow adoption or
low survival rate of postal stationery, it began to
be adopted in the early 1920’s led by the consumer products companies. Fig 10 shows an early Palmolive mailer using a one cent PSE. As
usual householder mail from consumer product
companies, it is addressed to the mother with
this one marked “Personal” and referencing a
“Token” indicating a special gift. The enclosure
(fig. 11) is a print card with two aluminium tokens, each for a different method of a free cake
of Palmolive soap.
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Figure 8

Figure 9
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The reduction of the householder rate to ½ cent
again in 1924 further expanded the use of postal
stationery, this time using the ½ cent business
reply card Fig 12. These cards originally designed as enclosures could be purchased in uncut sheets and used as householder mailers after
printing and cutting.
The use of postcards continued unabated

throughout the 1940’s using to a large extent the
one cent postcards, however, that era effectively
ended on April 2, 1951 with the householder
rate increase to 1-1/2 cents. Thereafter a few
examples can be found of 2 cent cards paying 11/2 cent rate. Fig 13 shows a 5 cent precancelled
postcard paying the 3-cent householder rate in
1969.

Figure 10

Figure11
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Figure 12

Figure 13
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Payment by Postage Paid in Cash Permits
The Postage Paid in Cash Permit system was introduced in 1903 and, as with payment by postal
stationery, early examples are rare. As there are
no postmarks, the definition of dates is difficult
and collectors must rely on the permit design
types and markings indicating the reign to identify time periods. In other cases, information on
the item itself identifies a time period. Fig 14
shows a householder envelope with a G.R. Vancouver 1 cent permit and the inscription “After
Oct 20th - What?” Identification of an event,
probably political, which happened in Vancouver

or British Columbia on Oct 20th in a year of the
George V reign when the rate was 1 cent (19121924) is required to confirm the approximate
date of the cover. The event was the referendum
held on Oct. 20, 1920 on the future of prohibition in B.C. where 63% of voters favoured an act
to provide government sale and control of liquors. Interestingly British Columbia was the last
province in Canada to enact prohibition and the
first to repeal it.
The timeframe of another Vancouver householder mail postcard Fig 15 was identified simply by
the copyright date.

Figure 14

Figure 15
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In the post war years and through the 1950s,
postage paid in cash permits on commercial art
decorated envelopes were used extensively by
consumer product companies to distribute store
coupons by householder mail. (fig. 16).
Unusual cases can be found as well. Durkin’s

Credit Jewellers in Trail B.C. (fig 17) used an
addressing machine to print the permit information. Durkin’s also used the addressing machine to overprint a one cent postcard with a
one-half cent permit (fig 18) extending the use
of one cent postcards.

Figure 16

Figure 17

Figure 18
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Postage paid in bulk
In 1924, coincident with the re-introduction of
the ½ cent per item householder rate the Post
Office introduced a bulk payment system whereby high value stamps were affixed to Post Office
forms as payment for all items to be delivered.
Three different forms were introduced:
•

Form 7P - for delivery on letter carrier walk
(fig 19)

•

Form 8P - for pick up at Post Office Box
(fig 20)
Form 9P - for delivery on a rural route
(fig 21)

•

Bilingual versions, printed on both sides, issued
for forms 7P and 8P and identified as 7-1/2P
and 8-1/2P respectively (Fig 22). The 1924
forms reference section 87, page 19 of the Postal
Guide, but this was dropped in subsequent years.
Although the Post Office continued to reprint
these forms throughout the years, there often
times when one or more forms were not available at different offices so variations exist where
forms were used for different services, a form
was used for multiple services or ad hoc forms
were made from letterhead, envelopes, blank paper or a copy of the mailer itself (Fig 23 &24).

Figure 19

Figure 20

Figure 21
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Figure 22

Figure 23
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Figure 24
The 1929 Postal Guide contained instructions that
all forms with cancelled stamps were to be returned to the regional directors. It is clear from
the paucity of householder forms after 1929 that
these instructions were followed, however fig 25
& 26, showing a regional director handstamp on
the back of an ad hoc form one day after the
cancellation date on the stamps, is the only

known physical evidence of the directive being
followed.
Several years after the 1929 directive all of the
forms were combined into a single 7P form with
a check box for the appropriate service. Variations and enhancements of this form continued
through the 1990’s and into 21st century

Figure 25

Figure 26 (backstamp)
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Payment by postage meters
Postage meter payment both for individual items

(fig. 27) and for bulk mailers (fig. 28) was used
occasionally.

Figure 27

Figure 28
Summary
The Post Office managed a database for all the
local offices and published semi-annual booklets
for each province (fig 29). The booklets included data on the number of householders and

places of business on each carrier’s walk in each
town and city in each province. In some towns
the information is further broken down by English and French families. This data allowed marketers to prepare bundles of the exact size for
each carrier’s walk.
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Figure 29
Householder mail was a significant income
source for the post office. Charles Seyler was a
shoe store owner in Kitchener in the 1920s and
used householder mail to distribute flyers. A tally on the back of one bulk mailer form, (fig 30,
31), shows that he mailed 5961 flyers at a cost of
$29.86 on a single day.

Householder mail continues to exist today and
has been rebranded as neighbourhood mail. The
two-line paragraph which introduced it in 1889
has long since been replaced by a series of detailed pricing arrangements and operational documents. The instructions, just for packaging
neighbourhood mail, is nine pages long.
The era of ad hoc forms is certainly long in the
past.

Figure 30

Figure 31
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A CANADIAN CONNECTION
by James (Jim) Jung
I. Lady Townsend
Figure 1 is an old British Stampless Folded Letter with a Canadian connection. It is simply addressed: “To the Lady Viscountess Townsend
Whitehall” with no postmarks. I found this in a
bunch of older late 18th and early 19th Century
GB stampless letters. There is no date, but from
the original collector there is a note in pen and
ink stating “suppose in 1786”.

When I was researching the addressee, Viscountess Townsend from 1786, the name that
pops up is Anne Townsend, who was the 2nd
wife of George Townsend. At the time of the
letter, Anne Townshend was Viscountess and
then Marchioness a year after the letter. George
Townshend was 4th Viscount and 1st Marquis
Townsend, and was also a Field Marshal in the
British Military.

Figure 1

(Detail of side docketing)

Lady Anne Townsend and husband
Lord George Townsend
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As a Field Marshall, George Townsend was given command of a brigade in Quebec under General James Wolfe in the Seven Year’s War (17561763), where the British attacked disputed
French positions in New France (Quebec and
Montreal), Florida and the Caribbean. During
the battle at the Plains of Abraham, when General James Wolfe had died, and 2nd in command
Robert Monckton was wounded, George Townsend took full command of the British Forces
during the famous Battle of the Plains of Abraham. It was actually Townsend who eventually

received Quebec City’s surrender from the
French forces on September 18, 1759.
The letter (Figure 2) is from Mr. J Townsend.
This could be George Townsend’s 2nd son,
Lord John Townsend (1757-1833), by his 1st
marriage to Charlotte Compton. He asks Lady
Townsend (George’s 2nd wife) to have his application given to Mrs. Harrison in the letter. This
could be either his grandmother, Audrey Harrison, or a relative of hers, who would be surnamed Harrison.

Figure 2
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II. Lord Melbourne

Britain in a small box. These items didn’t seem
like much and certainly were not in great shape.
The condition of the cover front (Fig. 3) seems
poor, with stains at top and bottom, likely from
a wax seal, and a faint strike of a postmark at the
upper right corner which I couldn’t read, at first.
Also, someone had cut this piece off of a stampless folder letter so only the “front” remained.

As much as I feel confident in my knowledge of
Canadian stamps, when it comes to British History and history of the World, I very often need
help. I used to buy Canadian collections and
search through them for treasures and in one of
these collections I found a few items from Great

Figure 3
At first, I didn’t know what this was. It certainly
wasn’t from Canada but I had seen a Quebec
Crown Cancel that looked similar to the red
Crown Cancel shown at the right. By reading the
cover, we get some information:
London September Twelve 1839
Mr. Frances
The Oaks
Epsom
And it is countersigned at the lower left with
“Melbourne” and includes a red FREE 12SP12
1839 handstamp.

on September 12, 1839 and it was sent to Mr.
Frances at The Oaks in Epsom. When you
search for The Oaks Epsom on the web, it immediately comes up as a famous Horse Racing
stables and track located in Great Britain. This
estate dates back to the 18th century so it validates the address for a date of 1839.
The large FREE postmark is listed in an book of
the many GB postmarks from the 18th and early
19th Century. It is example 38 in Figure 4. These
handstamps were used on mail from British nobility. The mail always had the date written
across the top and was countersigned by the
sender in order to be granted the FREE rate.

This tells us that this cover originated in London
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Figure 4: Scan of FREE handstamp listings in Wilcocks (1972)1
There is also a faint handstamp in the top right
corner (Fig.5) which I didn’t notice at first. When
you look closely, you can see it says “Chapel St”.
This handstamp is from the Chapel Street Penny

Post Office in London, part of the network of
Post Offices that managed mail within London
and its’ suburbs from 1680 onwards.

Figure 5. Chapel Street London Penny Post Office handstamp
I didn’t know who signed this letter and I didn’t
know who Mr. Frances was so I posted a scan of
this letter on the internet and experts there confirmed that the signature came from Lord Mel-

bourne, who was Prime Minister of England between 1834 and 1841, and is “best known for his
intense and successful mentoring of Queen Victoria, at ages 18–21, in the ways of politics.” 2
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This bit of information certainly increases the
value of this cover front which originally seemed
of little value. To confirm the signature, I found
another example on the internet to compare and
it seems quite legitimate. The signature of a Brit-

ish Prime Minister and one who was close to the
young Queen Victoria. That makes this cover
front one of my biggest and most interesting
finds.
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THE SQUARED CIRCLE POSTMARK OF SCUTARI (SHKODER, ALBANIA)
AND OF THE ITALIAN POST OFFICES IN ALBANIA
by Mattia Guida
The Italian connection of Scutari dates back to
the Roman Empire and then later to 1396 when
the Venetian fleet took control of this fluvial
port in the North of Albania. The Venetian occupation lasted 83 years. In 1479, Mehmed the
Conqueror laid siege to Scutari and this siege
lasted many months. In the end, the Ottomans
and the Venetians negotiated a unique agreement, where the whole population of Scutari was
allowed to leave the town unharmed and the
Ottoman forces occupied the empty town and
the Rozafa Castle. Most of these refugees relocated into other territories of the Republic of
Venice.
After the unification of Italy in 1870, the Italian
fleet started putting pressure on the weakening
Ottoman Empire to establish a commercial and
military presence in some key coastal towns and

ports of the Eastern Mediterranean and North
Africa. One of the towns chosen by the Italians
was Scutari, or Shkoder in Albanian. The Italian
presence included the establishment of a post
office which would channel all correspondence
to Italy and the rest of Europe through the Italian ships transiting in one of the nearby ports.
The Italian post office of Scutari was officially
opened on November 1, 1901 as a “Ricevitoria
di Prima Classe” (first class post office).
Scutari was the first of 4 offices opened in Albania (the others were Durazzo, now Durres,
Janina-Ioannina, now part of Greece, and Valona, now Vlore) and started using special stamps
overprinted “Albania” (in Paras, the local currency) (Figs. 1, 2). However, the use of regular
Italian stamps, in Italian currency, was also tolerated. Between 1902 and 1909, four sets of 3

Figure 1. Scutari squared circle, 1904,
showing use of “ALBANIA” overprint, 1902 issue.
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Figure 2. Scutari squared circle, 1908,
“ALBANIA” overprint, issue of 1902.

stamps each were issued, with a total of 12
stamps, to serve the Albanian post offices. However the second issue (December 1902) was distributed only to the Janina Post Office. The first
two issues had a denomination of 10,35 and 40
paras and the third and fourth issues had differ-

ent denominations of 10, 20 and 80 paras
(equivalent to 2 piastre). The other 3 post offices
in Albania and Epirus were opened at a later
date: Durazzo on June 25,1902 (Fig. 3)-, then
Janina on the 16th of August 1902 (Fig. 4) and
finally Valona on the 5th of May, 1908.

Figure 3. Durazzo squared circle, 1909,
“ALBANIA” overprint, issue of 1907
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Figure 4. Janina squared circle, 1907,
Janina issue of 1902.
The usage of the above common “Albania”
stamps did not last very long in Valona (only less

than 9 months) as in February 1909 each Post
Office started having its own stamps (Fig. 5, 6).

Figure 5. Durazzo squared circle, 1914,
Durazzo issue of 1909-11.

Figure 6. Durazzo squared circle
Durazzo issue of 1909-11.
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For Scutari, a total of 10 stamps were issued between 1909 and 1916, with values going from 10
Paras to 40 Piastre. The stamps of 20 and 40
piastre, present in the first 1909 issue, have the
highest value and are particularly difficult to find
used on a non philatelic cover. To note that 40
piastre amounted to a lot of money at the time
and was equivalent to 160 times the basic postal
rate. The Scutari office later ceased to operate in
1916, in the middle of World War 1, when the
Austro-Hungarian Army took control of Albania
and established its military headquarters in
Shkoder.
The Square Circle Postmark is known to be used
between 1902 and 1914, therefore both on the
Albania overprinted stamps and the Scutari
overprinted stamps.
It is relatively common on the lowest denomination stamps, not so common on letters or postcards, and extremely rare on the highest denomination stamps. It has a rating of 9 in the Gaggero catalogue (on an ascending rating of 1 to
10, where 10 is considered to be scarce and very
rare).

It is known only in one type (N type) in black,
with the inscriptions “Scutari” at the top, “Poste
Italiane” at the bottom, and the date in the centre. Similar square circle postmarks have been
issued for Durazzo, Valona, and Janina, the other Italian post offices in Albania/ Epirus.
They are all known to be used between 1903
and 1913, but for Valona the only known postmarks are dated 1908, the year of the opening of
the Valona post office.
For all Italian Post Offices abroad and colonies
there are a total of 19 locations that used
squared circle postmarks, four in Albania/
Epirus, two in Greece, two in Turkey, one in
Palestine, three in Tunisia, one in Libya, four in
Somalia, one in Eritrea and 1one in Egypt

Collecting all those squared circles can prove to
be quite a challenge, as the ones of Susa and La
Goletta in Tunisia are extremely rare. After so
many years I still have been unable to find one,
even on a stamp.
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